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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
The main subject of this work concerns infinite games played on oriented finitely 
coloured graphs. The graphs used as game arenas can be either finite or infinite, in 
fact the major application of these games - the complementation lemma for automata 
on infinite trees - involves games on infinite graphs. However, the set C of colours 
that label graph vertices is always supposed to be finite. 
Two players, player 0 and player 1, play on a graph G by moving alternatively a 
token along the edges of G. Let 90 C P(C) be a collection of sets of colours. After 
an infinite number of moves player 0 is declared the winner if the set X consisting of 
colours visited infinitely often by the token during the play belongs to 90, otherwise 
X E P(C)\& = 91 and player 1 wins. The partition (Fo, 9,) of P(C) onto two 
disjoint collections is called the winning condition. 
The problem consists in determining for both players their respective sets of winning 
positions and to construct for them finite memory winning strategies. The solution 
presented in this paper gets its inspiration from two sources: Gurevich and Harrington’s 
[ 1 l] celebrated short proof of Rabin’s complementation lemma for automata on infinite 
trees [25] and McNaughton’s splendid application of their method to infinite games on 
finite graphs [19]. 
Since the publication in 1969 of Rabin’s proof of the decidability of monadic second- 
order theory of trees [25], the problem of finding a simplified proof for the most difficult 
part of his demonstration - the complementation lemma for automata on infinite trees 
constitutes an ongoing challenge attracting much attention. 
The idea to use games to prove this result appears in Biichi [3] and was applied 
successfully by Gurevich and Harrington [ 111. The last paper settles also positively a 
problem posed by Rabin if the complementation lemma can be demonstrated without 
ordinal numbers (Rabin’s proof uses ordinals up to ~1 - the first uncountable ordinal). 
However, there is a price to pay for the elimination of ordinals, the proof in [I l] is 
non-constmctive, it is shown that always one of the two players has a winning finite 
memory strategy without actually exhibiting the winning player. On the other hand, the 
great merit of [ 1 l] is to introduce a precise definition of the winning player’s memory. 
The Gurevich and Harrington paper was followed by numerous other attempts to clarify 
and simplify the proof of the complementation lemma. 
The leading idea of Muchnik’s proof [22] is the same as in [l 11: the induction 
on the number of states allows to present a more complicated game as a suitable 
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composition of simpler games. Both papers differ mainly in the method used to obtain 
such a decomposition. Muchnik’s demonstration is more detailed and therefore simpler 
to follow than that of Gurevich and Harrington. However it presents also one serious 
handicap. Muchnik considers games with Muller winning condition, where the winning 
player needs some (finite) memory. Although from his construction it is clear that 
the winning strategy uses a finite amount of memory the construction of this memory 
is left completely to the reader. For this reason Muchnik’s paper is more difficult to 
exploit than [ 1 l] if we are concerned with the size of winning player’s memory. 
The paper [30] of Yakhnis and Yakhnis is a direct follow-up to [l 11. It presents 
a constructive version of [l 11, which allows to exhibit explicitly the winning player 
and to construct for him a finite memory winning strategy. Their argument was sub- 
sequently simplified by Zeitman [31]. An interesting novelty introduced in Zeitman’s 
paper consists in considering games on graphs rather than on infinite trees. Her method 
is also presented in the recent monograph by Biirger et al. [2]. 
Muller and Schupp [23] use alternating tree automata. Their proof is non-constructive 
and takes two steps. To show the existence of a winning strategy for one of the players 
they invoke the determinacy of Bore1 games [18, 131 (in fact a simpler result about 
determinacy of Gso games due to Davis [5] is sufficient). In the next step they show 
how to transform a perfect (unbounded) memory strategy into an equivalent finite 
memory strategy for a player using a winning condition in Streett form. 
Emerson and Jutla [9] prove the complementation lemma in the framework of the 
p-calculus. They show also that for games with so-called parity winning condition 
the winning player has always a memoryless winning strategy. The same result was 
obtained independently by Mostowski [21]. We postpone the discussion of these papers 
to Section 3 where parity games will be examined. Let us note only that the p-calculus 
is a popular research area and new proofs of the complementation lemma using the 
p-calculus techniques appear [ 1, 121. 
Finally we can end this list of papers devoted to the complementation lemma with a 
recent article by Klarlund [14]. He improves on the results of [9,21] by showing that 
the player using Rabin winning condition has always a memoryless winning strategy. 
We shall discuss his paper at length in Section 5. 
Although the papers cited above use often quite different techniques and vary con- 
siderably in the degree of difficulty, still they seem to be accessible only for a mature 
reader. What is also remarkable is the fact that, with the exception of [25, 11, they all 
employ game theoretic terminology. 
Nevertheless three lessons can be learned from the attempts to present a legible game 
theoretic proof of Rabin lemma: 
(1) Separating completely the results concerning finite memory determinacy of games 
from applications we gain in clarity and transparency. This point can be illustrated by 
problems the reader encounters in Gurevich and Harrington proof (Emerson and Jutla, 
expressing what seems to be a largely shared sentiment, comment on [l 11: “While 
the presentation is brief, the argument is still extremely difficult.“) In our opinion 
these difficulties result mainly from the fact that in [ 1 l] the determinacy of games is 
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too much intertwined with applications. The other reason to separate the determinacy 
from applications is that there are also other applications than the complementation 
lemma, the finite memory game determinacy can be used to show that each nonempty 
recognizable set of trees contains a regular tree [26]. Thus separating determinacy from 
applications we avoid also repetitions. (An attentive reader may observe such repetitions 
in Muchnik’s paper [22], where determinacy is not separated from applications.) 
(2) It is easier and more natural to handle and understand games played on general 
(even~ally infinite) graphs rather than on infinite trees, even if both types of games 
are equivalent. And after all, graphs and not just infinite trees constitute a natural 
framework for some applications. For example Gurevich and Harrington play the games 
on infinite trees equipped with an equivalence relation identifying vertices that are roots 
of isomorphic subtrees. While in this way they obtain an interesting result concerning 
the existence of highly regular accepting runs, this equivalence relation is completely 
irrelevant o the underlying game theoretic problem. It would be more transparent to 
prove the determinacy of games on graphs and next to apply this result to graphs 
obtained as quotients of infinite trees by the equivalence relation. 
(3) In general, a winning condition can be represented either abstractly as a set 
of plays (invite paths) obtained as a boolean combination of Gh sets, or in a more 
concrete way using the set of states (or colours in the terminology we have adopted in 
this paper) visited infinitely often. Although both formulations are equivalent he last 
one is preferable. This becomes evident if we compare [30,31] with [I 11. 
In 1993 McNaughton published a paper devoted to infinite games on finite graphs. 
Based on techniques of Gurevich and Ha~n~on, he gives an algorithm allowing to 
calculate the set of winning positions for each player and their respective finite memory 
winning strategies. This is accompanied by a detailed complexity analysis of proposed 
procedures. The transparency and readability of McNaughton paper contrasts harply 
with all game theoretic proofs of Rabin lemma. However, finite memory determinacy 
of games on $finite graphs does not seem to be sufficient o obtain the complementation 
lemma, therefore our main goal is to show that Gurevi~h-Ha~ngton-McNaughton 
methods can be applied with a similar clarity to games on infinite graphs. 
Our second aim is to get more insight into the role the memory plays in the con- 
struction of winning strategies. If we use for both players full LAR memory, as it was 
done in [I I], then their winning strategies need n! states, where n is the number of 
colours (in applications n is the number of states in the tree automatotl). However, 
Emerson and Jutla [9], Mostowski [Zl J and Klarlund [ 141 show that sometimes players 
can have memoryless winning strategies. Their results were obtained by different meth- 
ods. In our presentation we show how the ideas of Gurevich and Harrington together 
with the important contribution of McNaughton enable to demonstrate hese facts in a 
unified way in a single proof. 
However, presenting a unifying framework for various well-known results may not 
justify completely a new paper on Rabin’s complementation lemma. And, after ail, 
undoubtedly, each specialist in the domain has already chosen his or her favourite 
proof in the abundant literature cited above. 
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This leads us to our second aim. Taking into account the importance of the subject 
to automata theory and to logics and also the interest that such a nontrivial result 
presents by itself we believe that offering a proof unifying known facts in a way, 
as we hope, accessible to a nonspecialist is also a worthy enterprise. Having such a 
nonexpert reader in mind we tried to make the paper as self-contained as possible. In 
fact this approach allowed also to uncover new facts concerning memoryless strategies 
that may present some interest to specialists. 
In Section 2 we introduce formally the notions of games and strategies. Important 
auxiliary concepts of traps, attractors and attracting strategies are defined there as well. 
In Section 3 we show that for games using parity winning conditions both players have 
memoryless winning strategies. This result as well as its proof are only specialized cases 
of the material presented in the next section; in particular, all subsequent sections are 
independent of Section 3. Nevertheless, a separate section on parity games seems to be 
opportune since, while the determinacy proof is in this case much simpler, memoryless 
determinacy of parity games implies finite memory determinacy of more general games 
[20,28,29], in particular it implies Rabin’s complementation lemma. 
Section 4 contains the main result of the paper - determinacy of games by finite 
memory strategies. We use essentially LAR memories introduced by Gurevich and 
Harrington but with one important modification. For each player we define a set of 
useful colours and in his LAR memory we record only the colours that are useful 
for him, the other colours are ignored. We should note that although the proof of 
determinacy presented in Section 4 is based on old ideas of [ 11, 191 the particular 
structure of the winning set uncovered in our proof seems to be new and it turned 
out to be pertinent to the problem of the exact memory size required by the winning 
player for a fixed winning condition, see Dziembowski et al. [7] (we shall comment 
on this paper later on). Thus our proof may present some interest for specialists as it 
can serve as an introduction to [7]. 
Section 4 ends with two short subsections; the first of them analyses the role the 
memory plays in winning strategies, the second one shows briefly how to construct a 
finite memory winning strategy with a memory that is not an LAR memory. 
The question of when winning strategies obtained in Section 4 reduce to memoryless 
strategies is discussed in Section 5. As it turns out the set of useful colours of a given 
player is empty - in this case his winning strategy becomes memoryless - iff his 
winning condition can be expressed in Rabin form. On the other hand, both players 
have empty sets of useful colours iff the winning condition is equivalent to the chain 
condition, i.e. we recover the results of [14,9,21] as particular cases of our main result. 
A direct adaptation of an example due to McNaughton shows that these conditions 
assuring the existence of winning memoryless strategies are not only sufficient but also 
necessary for games played on partially coloured graphs. 
However, the games that arise in applications are played on totally coloured graphs. 
For such games the players may need less memory for their winning strategies. Unfor- 
tunately the detailed construction of such strategies becomes rather cumbersome in this 
case. For this reason in Section 6 we will only examine in detail the special case of 
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memoryless strategies for games on totally coloured graphs. As it turns out the neces- 
sary and sufficient condition assuring the existence of a memoryless winning strategy 
either for one or for both players is strictly weaker then the corresponding conditions 
for partially coloured graphs. This seems to be new and it demonstrates that the re- 
sults of Emerson and Jutla [9], Mostowski [21], Klarlund [14] concerning memoryless 
strategies are not optimal for the games that occur in applications. We should note 
however that playing on totally colored arenas we can save at most a linear amount 
of memory, see remarks at the end of Section 6. 
Finally Section 7 is devoted to applications to automata on infinite trees. It was 
added only for the sake of completeness since it is widely known how finite memory 
determinacy of games implies the Rabin complementation lemma as well as the decid- 
ability of the emptiness problem and the existence of a regular tree in each nonempty 
recognizable set of trees. 
Let us end with a short discussion of recent results concerning the memory size that 
is necessary for the winning player. 
Some partial results for games on special classes of finite graphs appear in 
Lescow [17]. 
As we have already mentioned, from Klarlund [ 141 and from McNaughton’s example 
we know that a player needs no memory in all games if and only if his winning 
condition is expressible in Rabin form. A natural question is how much memory the 
player needs if the winning condition is not in this form, more precisely how much 
memory he needs for all possible games with a fixed winning condition? This difficult 
problem was completely settled in a recent paper by Dziembowski et al. [7]. Contrary 
to LAR memory the memory used in [7] is not updated by a finite automaton. Their 
achievement is more remarkable when we realize that previously even the attempts to 
present an alternative to LAR memory were scarce - in fact we are aware of only one 
such attempt due to Yakhnis and Yakhnis [30]. However, the memory data structures 
constructed in [30] have the same advantages and the same drawbacks as LAR memory, 
these memories are updated by finite automata which makes them easy to describe 
however for the same reason they cannot be optimal for all winning conditions. 
In all the other papers cited previously, either memoryless strategies are constructed 
for special classes of winning conditions [9, 14,211, or only some classes of graphs 
and/or winning conditions are considered [ 171, or the memory construction is left 
to the reader [22], or LAR memory [31] or its variant due to Btichi [4] are 
used [23]. 
2. Preliminaries 
The set of words (finite sequences) over X is noted by X* and E E X* is the empty 
word. For any word x =x1x2x3 . . .xk E X*, (Vi, xi E X), [xl= k is the length of x. We 
shall also meet infinite words x =x1x2x3 . . . of length w, where w is the smallest infinite 
ordinal. The cardinal&y of a set X is noted by card(X). By P(X) = {Y 1 Y LX} we 
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note the collection of all subsets of X, while P&X) is the collection of all nonempty 
subsets of X. Finally, X g Y means that X is not a subset of Y, i.e. that X\Y # 0. 
An arena is a tuple G = (I&Vi, E, cp, C), where 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
&, and Ii are nonempty and disjoint sets of vertices, 
E C 6 x V, U V, x 6 is the set of edges such that, for each u E I$ U V,, the set 
VE = {v’ E 6 U 6 ( (v, v’) E E}, called the set of SUCC~SSOYS of v, is finite 2 
nonempty, 
C is a finite nonempty set of colours, 
cp is a colouring mapping, it is a partial mapping from 6 U 6 into C. 
The vertices belonging to V, ( P’i ) are called O-vertices (1 -vertices respectively). The 
union 6 U V, will be denoted by V. A vertex v E V belonging to the domain of 9 is 
said to be coloured by the colour q(v) E C, the vertices that are not in the domain of 
cp are uncoloured. 
We do not assume anything about the cardinality of V, this set can be finite or 
infinite of any cardinality, only the set of colours is always supposed to be finite. 
Two players, player 0 and player 1, play on G by moving a token between vertices. 
If the token is in a O-vertex v E 6 then player 0 chooses a successor v’ of v and moves 
it there, if the token is in a l-vertex then it is player’s 1 turn to move the token to 
some successor vertex. In this way, by subsequent moves executed alternatively by 
players 0 and 1, the token visits vertices of G. 
Since each vertex has at least one successor the subsequent move is always possible 
and after w moves we obtain an infinite path 
p=vaviv2..., where 
consisting of vertices visited 
sequel all such infinite paths 
the definition of arenas: 
by the token that started its walk at a vertex vg. In the 
in G are called pluys and we add the last condition to 
(5) for each play p = ~001~2 . , . in G there are infinitely many i such that Vi is coloured 
(this is equivalent with the requirement that there is no play going exclusively 
through uncoloured vertices). 
We shall use also the notion of partial plays which are finite nonempty sequences 
~0,. . . , vk, k 2 0, of vertices such that ‘di, 0 <i < k, (Vi, Vi+1 ) E E. 
To declare one of the players the winner of a play p, we should specify winning 
criteria. Muller condition is given by two complementary collections of nonempty 
subsets of C 
2 Although in arenas that appear in applications vertices have finitely many successors all the results 
concerning game determinacy formulated in this paper hold also for arenas that do not satisfy this condition. 
In fact the finiteness of VE is never used in proofs with the exception of Section 2.3 where some minor 
adjustments are necessary. 
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that are called winning conditions for players 0 and I respectively. Let 
inf( p) = (c E C / for infinitely many i, c = q( vi)) 
be the set of colours visited infinitely often in a play p = OOZJ~V~. . . (we say that the 
token visits a colour c E C if it visits a vertex coloured by c). Then player 0 wins p 
if inf( p) E PO, otherwise inf(p) E 91 and player 1 wins. (Note that by (5), inf(p) 
is always nonempty.) Winning conditions concern only full infinite plays, there is no 
winner for a partial play since such a play is simply considered as not yet finished. 
The couple 9 = (G,f90,.Pi)) consisting of an arena and a winning condition is a 
game (on the arena G). 
In the sequel c f (0, I} will always stand for one of the two players, his adversary 
will be noted by 1 - o. 
2.1. Strategies 
Informally, a strategy for a player o E (0,l) is a method that (T applies to choose a 
successor vertex whenever the token visits a vertex v E V,. A strategy is wiping for 
o if it allows (T to win all resulting plays against any possible moves of his adversary. 
There are several types of strategies possible. In general, the subsequent move of player 
(r may depend not only on the current token position but also on the previous token 
positions. If all the previous token positions are taken into account we have a strategy 
with perfect info~ation considered in descriptive set theory 1131. Formally, such a 
strategy for player (T is a mapping assigning to each partial play VI . . . v, such that 
v,, E V, a subset of t;,E. As it is known by the result of hfartin [18, 131, for the class 
of Bore1 games, which is much larger than the class of games we consider here, for each 
initial token position one of the players has a winning strategy with perfect information. 
However, for these strategies the player should dispose of unbounded memory to store 
the complete sequence of previous token positions, which makes them useless for our 
purposes. What we need is a property that Gurevich and Harrington [1 I] call a forgetful 
determinacy. It asserts the existence of winning finite memory strategies. 
A jinite memory strategy for player (7 is a mapping fb : V, x A4 -+ P( V; -,), where 
M is a finite memory with a size depending on the winning condition (Fo, ,Fi) but 
independent of the arena G. Each time the token changes the position player o updates 
his memory as a function of the new token position and the previous memory state. 
More precisely, besides the strategy f0 player TV is equipped with a mapping 6, : 
M x V -+ h4, which for the previous memory state m EM and for a new token position 
u E V gives the new memory state bo(m, v) of c (note that P updates his memory at 
each token movement, independently of the identity of the player moving it). If @ plays 
according to the strategy fg and the token visits a vertex v E V, and pn E M is the current 
memory state of CJ then player e moves the token to any vertex PZI E f*(v,m) C vE. 
A special important case of finite memory strategies are memoryless trategies where 
the subsequent move depends only on the current token position and no information 
about previous token positions is needed. 
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A memoryless strategy for a player CJ is a mapping f. : V, + 9( K--6) such that 
‘dv E v,, fo(v) C vE. 
The concept of a playing according to f. is captured by the notion of plays consistent 
with fg. 
A play p= ~1~2~3.. . is consistent with fg if 
VVi, if vi E V, then vi+1 E fo(vi) 
The definition of consistency applies in the obvious way to partial plays. 
Unfortunately, as we show below, for Muller winning conditions a player can have 
a winning strategy but no winning memoryless strategy. 
Let 4 C go(C). Following McNaughton [19], we call a split in 9 any pair of 
sets Xl $2 E 9 such that Xl U X2 @ F. The following observation is essentially due to 
McNaughton: 
Lemma 1. Zf in a Muller condition (Fo, 91) the set F, _, has a split then there exists 
a game (G, (90, F, )) such that player a has a winning strategy but no memoryless 
winning strategy. 
Proof. Suppose that X1, X2 E 9, _, but X1 U X2 E F,, . 
Take the graph of Fig. 1, where circles represent a-vertices and squares 1 - a- 
vertices. Colour vertices in such a way that Xl = {q(Ui) 1 1 <i < 1}, X2 = { Cp(Wi) (1 <i 
d k}, i.e. Xl is the set of colours labelling the vertices Vi and X2 colours the vertices wi. 
The vertex u is left uncoloured. Player a has an obvious winning strategy: whenever the 
token visits the vertex u he should move it alternatively to VI and ~1. With this strategy 
the token visits infinitely often all colours of Xl UX2 E Fo. However to implement such 
a strategy a needs some memory (one bit is sufficient) to record the parity of the visit 
in 24. 
On the other hand, a has no memoryless winning strategy: It is obvious that mem- 
oryless strategies f such that f(u) equals either {VI} or {WI} are not winning for 
a. Otherwise, if f(u) = {VI, WI} then player a has no information which of the two 
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successors of u to choose, in particular if he chooses one of them finitely many times 
then the resulting play is consistent with f but winning for 1 - CT, i.e. such a strategy 
is not winning for o‘. Cl 
It is clear that in general the existence of the winning strategy for a given player 
depends on the initial token position. It turns out however that instead of looking for a 
winning strategy for a fixed initial token position it is more convenient to construct for 
each player CT the set W” of all his winning positions and a strategy w” that assures 
his victory for all plays starting anywhere in W” (this idea of constructing a winning 
strategy that is independent of the initial position appears in McNaughton [191). The 
set W* has a special form that we describe below. 
2.2. ~ubare~a~ and traps 
Let iJ C V be any set of vertices of an arena G = (I& V;, E, q, C). The partially 
coloured subgraph of G induced by U will be denoted by G[U], 
where qu is the restriction of rp to iJ. 
G[U] is a subarena of G if it is an arena, i.e. if each vertex of U has at least one suc- 
cessor in U. It may happen that vertices of U are coloured by elements of some proper 
subset B of C. In this case we can (and sometimes will) assume that G[U] is an arena 
coloured by 3 rather than by C, i.e. we set G[U] = (6 f? U, yl il U, E IT (U x U), qu,B). 
Let (i E (0, I}. A o-trap (or a trap for a) in an arena G = (6, c/;,E, cp, C) is any 
nonempty set U of vertices of G such that 
If the token is in a o-trap U then player 1 - cr can play a strategy consisting in 
choosing always successors inside of U. Since each (1 - o)-vertex in U has always 
at least one successor in U player 1 - CT can always take a move consistent with this 
strategy. On the other hand, since all successors of a-vertices in U are also in U player 
(T has no possibility to force the token outside of U. 
Let us note final@ that if U is a g-trap in G then G[U] is a subarena of G, the 
inverse, however, is not true in general, there are subarenas that are not traps. 
Example 2. Let us consider the arena G of Fig. 2 (colours are omitted, circles de- 
note O-vertices, squares 1 -vertices). Then the set {ZQ, 0s) is a l-trap, while the sets 
(vr,u2,n~,u4,vs} and (~4, US} are O-traps. The set {t.~+,e)s,~6,~7) induces a subarena in 
G but is neither a O-trap nor a l-trap in G. 
The reader can verify readily the following fact describing the structure of nested 
a-traps. 
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Fig. 2. 
Lemma 3. Let G = (6, V,, E, cp, C) be an arena and let X c V be a o-trap in G. For 
each nonempty subset Y of X, Y is a a-trap in G 13 Y is a a-trap in the subarena 
G[X] induced by X. 
Note that the equivalence of Lemma 3 does not hold for nested traps of different 
types: if X is a o-trap in G and Y is a 1 - o-trap in G[X] then in general Y is not a 
trap of any kind (neither CJ nor 1 - 0) in G. 
2.3. Attractor sets and attractor strategies 
In this subsection we describe an important auxiliary strategy. In fact it is noth- 
ing else but a well-known strategy used in open games in descriptive set theory 
[lOI. 
Let X be any nonempty set of vertices of an arena G. We are looking for the greatest 
set Attr’(G,X) C V of vertices such that player cr has a strategy allowing him to attract 
the token from any vertex of Attr’(G,X) to X in a finite (possibly 0) number of 
steps. 
Consider the following inductively defined sequence of sets: 
X,=X 
X+l =&u{uE V,IuEn&#0}u{uE LIuECx,} (1) 
and set 
Attr’(G,X) = u x, 
i>O 
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With each vertex Y E Attr”(G,X) we associate the rank of a: rank(u) = min(i / u E&}. 
Now it suffices to note that if rank(v) = i + 1, i.e. if u EXi+i \Xi, then 
_ either YE I$ and v has at least one successor in Xi, i.e. o has at least one successor 
of rank Qi, 
- or v E I$_, and all successors of v are in Xi, i.e. they have all ranks <i. 
Thus the obvious (memoryless) strategy for player D to attract he token to X consists 
in choosing at each step vertices with a rank smaller than that of the current vertex: 
for vE Y,, attr’(G,X)(~) = (w E VE / ran <rank(v)) 
In any play p starting from a vertex of At@(G,X) and consistent with the strat- 
egy attr”(G,X) the ranks of visited vertices form a strictly decreasing sequence and 
therefore after a finite number of steps the token hits the set X of vertices of rank 0. 
To show that Attr”( G, X) is the greatest set such that player cr has a strategy to 
attract he token to X it is sufficient o verify that V\Attr’(G,X) is a cr-trap, which 
would imply that player 1 - g has a strategy to keep the token in V\Attr’(G,X) 
forever. 
If a o-vertex u has a successor w E Attr’(G,X) then w f Xi for some i implying 
2) EX;+~, i.e. u lies in Attr’(G,X) itself. On the other hand, if a 1 - o-vertex u has 
all successors in At~~~G,X) then taking n to be the maximum of the ranks of these 
successors we obtain v E Xn+l, i.e. v E Attr’(G,X) as well. (Note that this maximum 
is correctly defined only if v has fmitely many successors and therefore the argument 
above is not valid if vertices are allowed to have in~nitely many successors.) 
In this way we have proved that 
Lemma 4. The set V\Attr’(G,X) is a o-trap in G. 
Let us note also the following simple fact. 
Lemma 5. Let X C V be a o-trap in an arena G. Then the I - ~“~tt~act~~ set 
At&‘-“(G,X) is adso a o-trap in G. 
Proof. Instead of verifying directly if the conditions defining a o-trap hold for 
At&‘-@(G,X) we can note simply that player 1 - cr has a strategy to. keep the token 
forever in At@-‘(G,X). This strategy consists in attracting first the token into X and, 
once in X, in choosing always successors in X. q 
Remarks. As it turns out, except for the proof of Lemma 4, the assumption that ver- 
tices have finitely many successors is never used in this paper. To deal with arenas 
that are allowed to have infinitely many successors it suffices to modify the com- 
putation of Attr”(G,X) in the following way. We define by transfinite induction an 
increasing sequence Xt of subsets of V, The set Xg+r for a nonlimit ordinal t -t 1 is 
obtained by formula (1) where i should be replaced by 5. For a limit ordinal < we 
set Xt = lJ,,_X,. Then Attr”(G,X) =Xc, where [ is the smallest ordinal such that 
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x, =xi+,. The definition of the rank (ranks are now ordinals) and of the attracting 
strategy remain ~ch~ged. That this strategy attracts the token to X in a finite number 
of steps results from the fact that each strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals is finite. 
Lemma 4 remains true with this more general attractor definition since a o-vertex with a 
successor in Xc belongs to Xc+i and similarly an 1 - o-vertex with all successors in Xc 
belongs to Xc+ 1. Thus the assertion of Lemma 4 follows from Attr’( G, X) = Xc = Xc+ I . 
3. Parity games 
As a warming exercise preceding the more serious case of games with memory that 
will be considered later on we examine here a restricted class of games that are called 
parity games. In these games C = C, = (0,. . . ,n}, i.e. the set of colours consists of 
integers between 0 and some fixed non negative integer n. For any play p = uov1 v2 . . 
on G by 
sup{ p) = max{i E C, / i = (P(Q) for in~nitely many k} 
we denote the maximal colour visited infinitely often. Player 0 wins p if sup(p) is 
even, otherwise player 1 wins, i.e. (r = sup(p) mod 2 is the winning player. 
Obviously, parity games constitute just a very special class of games with Muller 
condition. However, since as it is well known each automaton with IvIuller acceptance 
condition can be transformed to an equivalent automaton with parity condition [20], 
memoryless determinacy of parity games is sufficient o prove complementation lemma 
for tree automata, cf. [9]. 
Let X C V be a (1 - a)-trap in G. A memoryless trategy f for player CT is said to 
be winning on X if 
- trv~Xn V,, 0#f(u)c_X and 
- each play p=v~v~v:!... starting from any vertex vg of X and consistent with f is 
winning for player 0. 
Thus each winning memoryless trategy f for a given player c is always associated 
with a trap X for his adversary 1 - c. The condition f(v) 2 X, for v E X n VO, indicates 
that if the token is in X then player (7 pfaying according to f will keep it inside X, 
by f(v) # 0 such a move is always possible. Since X is a (1 - o)-trap player 1 - o 
has no strategy to force the token outside of X. 
Theorem 6. Let G = (6, fi, E, cp, C,), where CR = (0,. . . , n}, be an arena for the parity 
game. Then the set V of vertices can be partitioned onto two sets W” and W’, called 
wincing sets for player 0 and 1 respectively, and such that, for CT E (0, l}, W@ is a 
1 - (T trap in G and player rs has a winning memoryless strategy w5 on W“. 
We will give two proofs of this theorem. Both are carried by induction on n. 
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First proof of Theorem 6. If n = 0 then each play p visits infinitely often the only 
existing colour 0 and player 0 wins all possible plays using the trivial strategy that 
moves the token to any successor vertex. 
Suppose that II > 1. Let 
(r=nmod2 (2) 
be the player that wins if the token visits infinitely often the greatest colour n. We con- 
struct by transfinite induction sequences Wtl--O and JV~-@ such that 
(I) each WE'-a C Y is a c-trap in G and w5 l-’ is a memoryless winning strategy of 
player i - d on $-‘, 
(II) if q<e then W'-" c W'-" c , i.e. WC 1-U 
extension of J+$‘” from WqlwG to Wtl--b. 
is strictly increasing, and wi-” is an 
Initially W,' PO = 0. For a limit ordinal r we set W/ -' = Uv< r f$l-" and similarly 
w:-” is the union of the strategies wi+’ for YI<~ (wi-” is well-defined since if 
?I, ~2 ~4 then one of the strategies wi;” and wi,” extends the other). It is easy to 
see that, as a union of g-traps, Wt'-' is also a o-trap. The strategy w,!-” is winning 
on WC'+ since any play p starting in Wtiwo and consistent with this &ategy is also 
consistent with a strategy for some r~ < 5. 
The definition of I+$<” 
w:+ 
for a non limit ordinal 5 t 1 takes more steps. Let Xt = 
Attr’-“(G, I$-“) Since R$--6 is a a-trap, Xt is also a a-trap (cf. Lemma 5) and 
player 1 - CJ has an obvious winning memoryless trategy xc on Xt, he attracts the 
token in a finite number of steps to Wt'-" and next plays always according to his 
winning strategy wi-” on Wti-'. 
Let Yt = V\X,. As a complement of a 1 - a-attractor, by Lemma 4, Yt is a 1 - o- 
trap in G, in particular G[Yt] is a subarena of G. Now we forget for a moment he 
vertices of X, and we play on G[Yc 1. Let us take the set NC: = {U E Yt 1 y1= q?(v)} of 
all vertices of G[Yt] coloured by the maximal colour iz and consider the complement 
of the attractor A@( G[ Yc], Aft): 
Z: = Yt\Attr’( G[ Yt], Iv,) (3) 
Note two facts: (1) 2~ is a o-trap in the arena G[Yt] (as a complement of a TV- 
attractor in this arena) and (2) vertices of 2, are exclusively coloured by elements of 
{O, . ..,n - 1). 
Therefore we can solve the parity game on G[Zt] by applying the inductive hypoth- 
esis and we find a partition of 2~ onto the winning sets 2: and Zl for players 0 and 1 
and two corresponding winning memoryless trategies 240 and 2:. 
We can define finaIly the set WC:;": WI-" =X, U Zi-“. t+1 
The definition of the strategy wit+7(i on W,\_I" is obvious: if the token is in Xt then 
player 1 - (T plays according to ~5, otherwise, if the token is in Zl-” then he uses his 
strategy .zi-” that was found solving the parity game on G[Zt]. 
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Let us verify that a-vertices in W,\;" have successors only inside of W/+1". On 
one hand, a-vertices in Xc have successors only in Xc since Xt is a &rap in G. On 
the other hand, a-vertices of Zi’-” cannot have successors neither in At&=( G[Y,-1, NC) 
(the complement of a o-attractor is a a-trap) nor in ZF (since Zj-” itself is a o-trap 
in G[Zt]). It is also quite obvious that each 1 - o-vertex of W,\_I" has at least one 
successor in W\;“. Thus we can conclude that WC\;' is a o-trap. 
Let p=Vovlv2.‘. be a play starting from a vertex us E Wg+f" and consistent with the 
strategy w:Jt. There are two possibilities: 
(1) If the token hits at some moment he set Xt then from this moment on it will stay 
in Xt forever and player 1 - o playing according to his winning strategy ~5 on Xc 
wins the play (recall that once the token in X,, the adversary 0 has no possibility 
to move the token outside). 
(2) If the token stays forever in Zi-” never hitting Xt then all the play is consistent 
in fact with the strategy zieO and 1 - (T wins as well, 
Let [ be the smallest ordinal such that 
wl-0 = wl-” 
i+1 
We claim that W'-" = $-' is the winning set for player 1 - or in the whole parity 
game on G (thus we stop the construction when the presented method fails to extend 
the winning set of player 1 - 0). Obviously wi-” becomes the winning strategy w’-~ 
for player 1 - (T. 
It remains to construct a winning memoryless trategy for player CT on W" = V\ Ww'-". 
First note however that Wcl-c CXc= A~Q+‘-~(G, Wc'-")C ?:;a = T1--O. implying 
W'-'= At&“(G, WI-@), thus W' . IS an 1 - o-trap as required (as a complement 
of (1 - o)-attractor). 
Let 
N={vE W"/n~cp(u)} and Z=W”\A~r*(G~Wu],~) (5) 
Again the arena G[Z] is coloured by (0,. . . , n - I}. This time however, when we solve 
using the induction hypothesis the parity game on G[Z], we find the winning set of 
player 0 to be empty (otherwise it would be added to WC'-' contradicting (4)). Thus 
cr has a memoryless trategy z* that allows him to win everywhere on G[Z]. 
The strategy w5 is defined in the following way: for u E W" fl V, set 
1 
z@(v) if vEZ 
w”(v)= attr”(G[W’],N)(v) if VEA~@(G[W~],N)\N (6) 
uEnW" if vEN 
Thus player o plays in the following way on W@. If the token visits a vertex u E N 
coloured by the maximal colour n then he moves it to any successor vertex inside 
of his winning set W' (there is always at least one such successor vertex since WC 
is a 1 - a-trap). If the token visits At@(G[W”],N)\N then (r attracts it in a finite 
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number of steps to N, i.e. the token will visit the maximal colour after a finite number 
of moves. If the token is in 2 then cr plays his winning strategy zC on 2. 
Let p be any play consistent with w@ and starting at some vertex of lVG. Then either 
the token visits infinitely often the maximal colour n {i.e. the set N) and (T wins by 
(2) or, from some moment on, the token stays forever inside of 2 and in this case 
some infinite suffix of p is consistent with z” and player o wins as well. •1 
Second proof of Theorem 6. It is possible to give a bit shorter non-constructive proof 
of Theorem 6. Again we proceed by induction on n and we sketch quickly the inductive 
step. We assume again that (2) holds. Let !ID’-” = { Wql-u}qEe be the family of all 
o-traps in G such that player 1 - o has a winning memoryless trategy %v;-~ on Wq’-‘. 
Let IV’-” = lJqEe 4 IV’+. We show that I$‘-” f ru3’-0, i.e. W’-” is the greatest 
element of YIP. 
First note that W*-b is a c-trap as the union of cT-traps. A memoryless trategy 
w’+ on IV’-” is constructed in the following way. Fix a well-ordering relation < 
on Q. Then for u E I+“-” fl J&, we set w’-~(o) = w;-‘(o), where q is the minimal 
element of Q (w.r.t. < ) such that Y E nql-u. 
Let p = ~0~1 vz .. . be a play consistent with w’-~ and let, for all i,qi = min(q E Q 1 t+ 
E Wql-“). obviously ui E Kq8 - . ’ Q What is more interesting is that the successor ver- 
tex vi+1 belongs to W4!-” as well (either ui is an o-vertex and then all its succes- 
sors, in particular zli+i, belong to the c-trap W,!-' or Vi is an 1 - a-vertex and then 
Yj+t =&a(&) = w;,, (vi) E Wqi-“). However ui+i E Wqi-" implies that qi+t Qqi. Since 
an infinite non-increasing sequence of elements of a well-ordered set is ultimately con- 
stant we conclude that some suffix of p is consistent with one of the strategies wt-, 
and 1 - o wins p. 
The winning strategy w’-@ on W'-" can be extended to a winning strategy on 
Attri-‘(G, W1-O) (by attracting the token to W'-" and next playing wiVcr), i.e. 
At&‘-“(G, W1-u) E !ZB'-*. But the maximality of I/v'-' implies that in fact we should 
have the equality WiM6 = At&“(G, WI-*) and we can see that, as a complement of 
a 1 - o-attractor, W" is a 1 - a-trap. 
The winning strategy w” for player Q on W o is constructed exactly as in the first 
proof, i.e. we take N and Z as in (.5), solve inductively the parity game on G[Z] 
(again TV wins everywhere on G[Z] otherwise we could extend W'-@) and compose 
the strategies as in (6). •I 
In the proof above to show that 1 - cr has the maximal winning set we have used 
the fact that each set can be well-ordered. Alternatively, one can deduce it easily from 
the Zorn lemma [6]. 
The fact that both players have memoryless winning strategies in parity games was 
proved for the first time independently by Emerson and Jutla [9] and Mostowski [21] 
(McNaughton [19] gives a simple proof for games on finite graphs). And this re- 
sult is sufficient for applications to automata on infinite trees. In fact it seems that at 
present he simplest and most elementary way to obtain the Rabin complementation 
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lemma for a particular class of tree automata consists in three steps: (1) first prove 
the equivalence of this class with parity automata (let us note here that it is well- 
known that Muller/Rabin/Streett/pa~~ accepting conditions are all equivalent, prob- 
ably for the first time the equivalence of parity and Muller automata was noted 
explicitly by A. Mostowski [20] and this equivalence implies the other equivalences 
above), (2) in the second step prove by induction the memoryless determinacy for 
parity games (all inductive proofs of memoryless determinacy published up to now, 
cf. [21,29] are in fact quite similar to the proofs presented in this section) and 
finally, (3) apply the determinacy to show the complementation lemma for parity 
automata. 
There are also non-inductive proofs of memoryless determinacy of parity games. 
However, they seem to be a bit more difficult than their inductive counterparts. Typ- 
ically such proofs are given in the framework of the p-calculus, the proof due to 
Emerson and Jutla [9] belongs to this class. Their proof goes through two stages. First 
they give a h-calculus formula F expressing the set W of winning positions of a player 
- in this formula the number of alternations of the least and the greatest fixpoint is 
proportional to the length of the chain. Now it is possible to deduce that the comple- 
ment of W is indeed the set of wiping positions for the adversary from the fact that 
the negation of F has the same form as F after exchanging the roles of both players. 
The important feature of the proofs using the p-calculus is that it is possible to cal- 
culate the winning set of both players independently. This contrasts with the inductive 
proofs where the first player for which the winning set is calculated is predetermined 
by the winning condition (in the proof given in this section we are obliged to begin 
with player 1 - CS, for c = n mod 2, to apply the induction on n). In the proofs using 
the p-calculus the role of both players is perfectly symmetrical; the winning set of one 
player is determined independently from the winning set of the other. In the second 
step of their proof Emerson and Jutla label vertices of the winning set W by sequences 
of ordinals, the lexicographic order on these sequences i used by the winning player to 
choose the successor vertex (the ordinal sequences labelling vertices are of fixed length 
depending on n, thus they are well ordered by the lexicographic order). Although not 
difficult to follow, the approach of [9] seems to be less elementary than an approach 
via an inductive proof. First, some fluency in the p-calculus is necessary to understand 
the p-formula expressing the winning set and next, the construction of their winning 
strategy - which they separate from the cons~ction of the winning set - is also more 
complicated. 
We should admit however, that the p-calculus approach gives more than just mem- 
oryless determinacy since the fact that winning sets are expressible as p-calculus for- 
mulas is of independent interest. And it is not at all clear if this result can be obtained 
directly from inductive proofs (of course we can always deduce it in a circuitous 
way but this is not what we are looking for here). The “‘non-constructive” inductive 
proofs like [21,29] or the second proof from the present section show only the exis- 
tence of winning sets and winning strategies and therefore are impossible to translate 
into ~-formulas. In the first proof in this section the winning set is “constructed” by 
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induction, however in (3) set difference is used, which is not monotonic with respect 
to the second argument, and this makes a ~anslation into a p-formula problematic. 
4. Determinacy of games by means of finite memory strategies 
As noted in Lemma 1 in general the players need some memos for their wiping 
strategies. The memory that we shall use is LAR memory introduced by Gurevich and 
Harrington [111. However, in contrast o [ 111 where all colours were recorded in LAR 
memory, in the approach presented below the set of recorded colours depends on the 
winning condition. 
4.1. Determinacy of games by LAR-strategies 
The Later Appearance Record (LAR) for a set B of colours, B C C, is simply a finite 
deterministic transition system LARB = (C,Ma, 6~) with the input alphabet C and where 
the set MB of states and the transition mapping Sa : h4~ x C* + A& are defined in the 
following way: 
MB consists of all words x E B* such that each colour c E B appears exactly once 
in x, in particular if B = @ then MB contains just one state - the empty word. Obviously, 
the number of elements of MB equals to the number of permutations on B. For m E n/r, 
and c~ C, 
XlXZC if cEB and m==xlcx2 for some xi,xz~B* 
Mm, c) = 
m if cEC\B 
with the usual extension to all words of C” :6&m,&) = m for the empty word E and 
6&m, UC) = ~~(~~(rn, u),c) for u E C* and c E C. 
To describe conveniently how player’s memory is updated we assume in this section 
that the mapping cp colouring vertices is extended to a total mapping into C U {E} and 
we set q(v)=& for uncoloured vertices, i.e. we label them with the empty word. 
Suppose that the memory used by player cr is a LARB memory Ma for some B C C, 
his current memory state equals m E MB and that the token visits a vertex u. If the token 
is moved to a successor vertex w, (a, w) E E, either by player (T or by his adversary, then 
player g updates his memory to the new state GB(m,cp(w)). In particular, the memory 
remains unchanged if the token visits an uncoloured vertex or a vertex coloured by 
c E C\B. 
A nonempty (finite or infinite) sequence h= (~0, mo), (~1, ml ), (~2, mz), . . . of consec- 
utive token positions Vi E V and LARB memory states mi E MB constitutes a LARB 
history if 
- p=voviv2... is a play (or a partial play) in G and 
- Vi, mi E MB and mi+i =I: Se(mi, c~(v~+I )). 
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An LARB strategy for a player 0 is a mapping 
f: v, xMB+9yV~--a) 
such that Vu E V, and ‘dm E MB, f (u,m) C vE. 
The intuitive notion of player a playing according to f (his adversary can make any 
valid moves) is now captured by the concept of histories consistent with the strategy f: 
A LARB history h=(oo,mo),(ul,ml),(~~,m2),.. . is said to be consistent with an 
LARB strategy f for player 0 if 
Vi, if oi E V, then ni+i E f (ui,mi) 
Let U C V be a (1 - a)-trap. A LARs strategy f for player a is winning on U (for 
a) if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(WI) bEun&,bhE& 8#f(v,m)GU and 
(W II) for any vertex 00 E U and any memory mo E MB and any history h = (~0, mo), 
(Ul,m1),(~2,m2),. . . starting at (~0, mo) and consistent with f, the corresponding 
play p = uovl u2 . . . is winning for player a. 
Thus if the token is in U then (1) player a playing according to f has always 
a move consistent with f (f (u, m) # 0), (2) taking such a move he never sends the 
token outside of U (f (v, m) G U), and (3) his adversary cannot sent the token outside 
of U (U is a (1 - a)-trap). 
Note also that there is no distinguished initial token position inside of U, similarly 
there is no specific initial memory state. Using his winning strategy player a should 
win with the token starting from any vertex of U and with any memory state. This 
property not only dispenses us once for all from specifying the initial conditions but, 
what is more important, it allows to compose strategies conveniently; once the token 
enters U player a can apply his winning strategy on U without bothering about where 
exactly the token entered U and what was his memory state at that moment. 
Given a fixed Muller condition (Fa, 51) over C we distinguish for each player a 
a set U, C C of his useful colours. Our next aim is to construct a winning LARu” 
strategy for a. Note that in general the sets of useful colours for players 0 and 1 are 
different. Thus the situation of both players is not exactly symmetrical, one of them 
may use less auxiliary memory than the other. An especially interesting case arises 
when the set of useful colours of player a is empty since then his winning strategy 
reduces to a memoryless strategy. 
Let 9 C 5&(C) be a collection of nonempty subsets of C. Then &f(F) is a subset 
of C defined in the following way: 
(7) 
where Xi n X2 = (Xl \X2) U (Xz\Xi ) stands for the symmetric difference of sets Xi and 
x2. 
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Let P = Po(,(e)\F, Let us recall that pairs Xi, X2 E p such that Xt U& E 9 are 
called splits in F (see Section 2.1). Thus &f(F) is the union of Xi A_& over all 
splits Xt,X_ in 8, in particular &f(P) is empty iff 3 does not contain splits. 
For any player G E (0, 1}, the set Usf(&) is said to be the sets of his useful colours 
with respect o the condition (,Fo, 9, ). Now we are ready to formulate the main result. 
Theorem 7. Let 9 = (G, (&o, 91)) be a game on an arena G. Then there exists a 
partition of the set V of vertices of G onto two sets W” and W’ that are called 
winning sets for player 0 and 1, respectively, and such that for each player CT E (0,1} 
_ W” is a (1 - o)-trap in G und 
_ player CT has a winning LAR, strategy wb on Wa, where U, = Usf(S%) is the set 
of his useful co~our~~ w.r.t. (240,Ri >. 
If a game 3 satisfies the conditions tated in Theorem 7 then we say that 3’ is solv- 
able by LAR strategies. The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7. 
Remark. McNaughton [191 considered a class of games on finite graphs with a distin- 
guished set W C V of vertices, with the winning condition given by a partition of P(W) 
onto two sets Ps and Ft and where player CT wins a play p iff the set (W E W 1 w is 
visited infinitely often in p} belongs to J&. Direct translation of the results of his paper 
to our framework would produce winning strategies with the memory size depending 
on the number of coloured vertices. In the present paper we are looking for strategies 
where the memory size depends rather on the number of colours, moreover we need 
a method adapted also for infinite graphs. This implies two modifications: to get a 
strategy with the memory depending on the number of colours we should replace the 
induction on the number of distinguished vertices used in [ 191 by the induction on the 
number of colours and to cope with infinite graphs we can use a transfinite induction. 
Both modifications are in fact rather s~ghtfo~ard. What is more subtle and new in 
our paper with respect o [ 19, 1 I] is that we record only some visited colours. 
4.2. From subgame strategies to strategies on fill games 
Notation. For B C C, zs will denote the erasing mo~hism xs : C” -+ C”, n&c) = c 
if c E B and z&c)= E for c E C\B, Note that if A E_B C C and m Eh& then r&(m) 
belongs to LAR memos j!&. 
In the process of constructing LAR strategies the following situation arises frequently. 
Suppose that we have a LARA strategy f : V, x 34~ -+ P( yl-,) for a player cr defined 
on some subarena of G and we need to convert it into a LARs strategy g with the set 
B of recorded colours greater than A, A s B S C. An obvious way to do it is by setting 
for v E V, and m E MB, g(u, m) = f(v, zA(m)), i.e. we take the current memory m f A43 
and after erasing superfluous colours not belonging to A we apply the strategy f. The 
following lemma exhibits a direct correspondence between LARh histories consistent 
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with f and LARB histories consistent with g, in particular it implies that the plays 
resulting from these histories are exactly the same. 
Lemma 8. Under the conditions tated above, let h = (vl,ml), (v2,m2),(~3,m3), . . . be a 
(possibly partial) LARB history consistent with g. Then h’ = (VI, x,4(m))), (VI, xA(m2)), 
(v3,nAnA(m3)),... is a LARA history consistent with the strategy f. 
Proof. Easy case analysis shows that, for all m EMB and c E C, nA(&(m,c)) = 
6A( zA(m), c), which yields directly our assertion. 0 
4.3. Solving the games 
The proof of Theorem 7 is carried by induction on the number of colours. 
If C contains just one colour then for one of the players, say (T, we have Y0 = (C} 
while for the other player Fi_, = 0. Since in this case all possible plays are winning 
for r~, he can use the trivial memoryless strategy w’(v) = vE for all v E V,. 
Let card(C) = n > 1. By the induction hypothesis the theorem holds for all games 
with less than n colours. 
In the sequel we assume that cr is this of the two players for which 
c E PC (8) 
The case F0 = PO(C) is trivial since again all possible plays are winning for 0 and he 
can play according to the trivial memoryless strategy W”(V) = VE for v E V,. Thus in 
the sequel we suppose that Y0 # !Yo(C), i.e. Fr_, is nonempty. 
Let max(Pi_,) be the family of all maximal elements of PI_, with respect to the 
inclusion relation. From this moment on we assume that max(Yt_,) contains a fixed 
number of k 2 1 elements: 
max(Pi_,)={Cs,...,Ck_t} (9) 
(Obviously, (8) implies that each Ci is a proper subset of C. Note also that any two 
different elements of max(Fi_,) constitute a split in Fi_,.) 
4.3.1. Winning set and winning strategy for player 1 - (T 
Our first step is to build the winning set IV-” and the winning LARu,_” strategy 
i&-O for the player 1 - (T, where Ui_, = Usf(Ft_,) is the set of his useful colours. 
To this end we construct by transfinite induction a sequence W/-O of subsets of V 
and simultaneously a sequence wb-” of strategies satisfying the following conditions: 
(Sl) each Wt’--6 G V is a a-trap in G and w5 1-u is a winning LARu,_~ strategy for 
player i - c on W$-O, 
(S2) the sequence WC 1-u is strictly increasing (WV’-” c WCIPu for n < 5) and if ye< c 
then strategies w,‘-~ and w:-O coincide on WqlPO for any possible memory values. 
Let us note that the fact that W5’-’ is a strictly increasing sequence of subsets of a 
fixed set V determines its maximal length, it is bounded by the minimal ordinal of 
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cardinality greater then card(V). In pa~i~ui~ for countable arenas the length of the 
sequence WC Ima is bounded by 01, the first uncountable ordinal. 
Initially Wt-’ = 0. 
If 5 is a limit ordinal then we set simply W/--O = Uqqg Wl-*. As a union of 
o-traps, Wt ‘-@ is also a a-trap in G. The strategy wi-’ is just the union of the strategies 
wi--O: for a 1 - o-vertex u E Wt’-’ and m E Mu,_~, w~-~(v, m) = w~-‘(D,~), where PI 0 
is any ordinal less than 5 and such that u E Wql-a (by (S2) this definition of wi-” is 
unambi~ons). 
To see that wi-’ is winning for 1 - 0 it suffices to note that if h is a LARu,_, 
history consistent with wi-” and starting at a vertex v E Wt1--6 then u E WV’+’ for some 
Q < 5 and h is consistent with the strategy wi-‘. 
The construction of I$\;” and w&’ for a nonlimit ordinal 5 + I is more involved. 
Let 
Xt = Attr’ -“( G, W/ -” ) (10) 
Since WC’-’ is a o-trap, by Lemma 5, Xc is a a-trap. The strategy xr of player 1 - cr 
on Xc is obvious: he attracts the token in a finite number of steps to I%$-” and next 
plays according to his wiMing strategy w;-“. Formally, for u E & _@ and m E MU,_,, 
-q(v,m)= 
W;-“(v,nz) if v E W5’--(i 
attr’+‘(G, T’-“)(v) if UEX~\~‘-’ 
(11) 
Let Y, = V\Xt .
As a complement of a 1 - cr-attractor Yt is a 1 - &rap in G, in particular G[Yt] is 
a subarena of G. 
For all 0 <t <k, where k = card(max(Pi +,)), cf. (9), let 
be the set of vertices of the arena G[Yz] that are coloured by colours not in C,, Let 
Z,,, = Yt\Afif’(W;l,N,c) 
i.e. Z,,- is the complement, with respect o Ye, of the set AttP(G[Y&V,~) consisting 
of vertices where player (r has a strategy in the subarena G[Yc] to force the token to 
visit a colour of C\Ct. 
Note that 
(A) each vertex of Zt,t is either coloured by a colour of C, or uncoloured and 
(B) as a complement of a a-attractor, Z,t is a a-trap in G[Yc], in particular GfZ,,] 
is a subarena of G[Yg] and of G. 
From (A) it follows that the subarena G[&,y] can be considered as coloured by C, 
rather than C. Accordingly, when playing on G[Zt,J, we can also modify the wiping 
conditions of both players by taking 
(121 
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X, = At&“(G, W;-“) 
=t,c = q \ Attr”(G[W, 4,~) 
\ 
Fig. 3. The set W/+T” is the union of Xt and Z:,“, where Z, 5 ‘-’ is nonempty, except in the last inductive 
‘l--a step. The strategy w;+;” for player 1 - CT on W(+, IS constructed in the natural way: if the token is in 
Z:;” then 1 - CJ plays according to the strategy z:,“, otherwise if the token is in _Xt then 1 - c attracts it 
in a finite number of steps to WC’-’ and next plays according to WA-“. 
as the winning conditions for player 0 and 1 respectively. (We should note that 
(F&F:) defined above is a partition of Po(C,). Moreover, the winning conditions 
(F&F;) and (90,Fl) designate the same winner for all plays p = ~0~102.. such that 
Vi, vi E Z,,,.) 
Let us examine the resulting game 
KWklM&~,% (13) 
Since this game is played on the arena coloured by a proper subset C, of C we can 
apply the induction hypothesis to find the partition of Z,,c onto two sets Zfr and Z:? >. 
winning for players 0 and 1, respectively, and also their winning strategies ,$,- and zj E 3 
on these sets. 
Now two cases arise. 
(Cl ) If there exists t, 0 d t <k, such that the winning set Zl,’ of player 1 - 0 in the 
subgame (13) is nonempty then we choose any such t (to fix attention we can 
always take the least O< t < k such that ZILc # 0) and we set (cf. Fig. 3) 
(C2) If for all t, 0 6 t <k, Zl i” = 0 then player d has a winning strategy on the whole 
set Z,, 5 (Z,, 5 = Zpt ) and we set 
3 
wl-u - wl-0 =x 
-5+1 t (14) 
i.e. we terminate the transfinite induction and we claim the set W’-” above is 
the winning set for player 1 - g in the whole game (G, (90,91)). 
Before proving that the strategy J+;;~” described informally on Fig. 3 is winning for 
player 1 - 0 we should verify if Wi+;O is really a o-trap in G. 
We have already noted that Zt,r is a a-trap in G[Yg]. On the other hand, the set 
Z:;” - being the winning set for player 1 - CJ - is a o-trap in the arena G[Z,t]. Thus, 9. 
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by Lemma 3, Z$’ is a c-trap in G[Yc]. Therefore each (1 - @)-vertex in Z:sC has 
at least one successor in 2:;” while o-vertices of _Z$” cannot have successors in 
Y~\Z~~“. This, and the fact that Xc is a cr-trap in G, imply that w/+<@ is a o-trap in G. 
Let us consider the sets 
of useful colours for players CT and 1 - o, respectively, in the game (13). When we 
solve this game then the winning strategy zlifl for the player 1 - (f on his winning 
set ,l;” is a LARui 1--n strategy. However, we can note the inclusions: 
(If Xr,& E ,P{_6 C .Pr-* is a split in 9:_., then Xi UXz E Fi C 95, thus Xr,& is also 
a split in .9r-,, whence the first inclusion. The second one follows by sy~et~.~ 
In particular, the last inclusion implies that, for na EMU,_,, zU;_,(m) EM~;_~. It 
shows that the formal definition of +vi;r” given below is sound. For 0 E IV&’ n V,_, 
and m E Mu,-,, 
It remains to show that M$;” is winning on II$:T” for player 1 - 6. The first con- 
dition (WI) required for the winning strategy - Q) # +vjgT(u, m) C I?$+<’ - is obviously 
satisfied. Let h = (~0, mo), (UT, ml ), (~2, mz), . . . be any history consistent with w:;;” and 
starting from a vertex 2’0 E Wty”;,:;“. Two cases arise: 
Case 1: There exists an i such that vi &Xc. 
Then from the moment i onward the history is consistent with XT and therefore 1 - (r 
wins. (Before entering Xc the token may have visited Zl,‘. Although Zl;” is a a-trap 
in G[Yt], Z:;” is not necessarily a a-trap in the whole arena G - there may exist tr 
vertices in .&@ with successors in Xc and player (r can use this possibility to move 
the token from 2:;” 
from X, to Z:p”.j- 
to X,. However, he has no possibility to move the token back 
Case 2: For all vertices vi of the history h, vi E Zl,‘. 
Then the inclusion Uf_, C Ui_, and Lemma 8 imply that (~o,~~~_~(~~)~~ 
(V1,7tU:_olml)),(~2,‘11u:._.(lt22)),. . . is consistent with the strategy z:,“. Since .r:;” is 
winning on Z:i” in the play (13) we get inf(uooiaZ,. ) E F:_, C Fl_, and 1 - ti 
wins again. 
This completes the construction of Wgpg and WI--O. 
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Remarks. Let us examine the structure of IV-’ from the global perspective. We can 
see that the set IV-” contains a sequence of disjoint subarenas G[Z:J satisfying the 
following three conditions: 
(Pl ) subarenas G[Z:;‘] are coloured by proper subsets C, of the set C and player 
1 - cr has a winning substrategy z.,!:” on each G[Z,‘ib], (P2) if his adversary rr moves 
the token outside of some Z:[“, where 5 >O, then player 1 - 0, using an attracting 
strategy, can attract the token to a subarena G[Z&‘], with Y,+<<, (P3) for t = 0 the 
first set Zl,’ constructed at the step 1 is a o-trap in G thus player 0 cannot move the 
token outside of Z$U. 
Since there is no strictly decreasing infinite sequence of ordinals, by (P2) we can 
see that player cr can move the token outside of Us- Z:;” only finitely many times. 
Therefore in each play consistent with the strategy wleu ’ eventually the token will enter 
some of the sets Zj;” where it will remain forever. From this moment on the history 
will be consistent with ~‘7’ f,< . 
Note also that when the token is in FV-lr\ UC Z:5_’ then player 1 - cr does not use 
and does not need any memory since he applies a memoryless attracting strategy until 
the token hits some G[Z:J. (Playing on G[Z,‘J he may need some memory, the 
size of this memory depending on the condition’ (12).) 
4.3.2. Winning strategy for player CT 
It remains to construct a winning strategy w’ for player g on W” = V\ W’-‘. First 
note that from (14) and (10) it follows that, as required, W’ is a 1 - g-trap (as a 
complement of an 1 - a-attractor). 
As in the preceding subsection, for all 0 d t < k, we set 
N = (0 E W0 IP(O) E (C\G)} and Z, = W”\Attr”(G[W”],N,) 
Recall that each set Zt - being a complement of a o-attractor - is a o-trap in the arena 
G[W”] and all vertices of G[Z,] are coloured by elements of Ct. Let us recall also that 
in the preceding section the inductive definition of W’-O terminated precisely when 
we have detected that in all subgames 
U3Zt1,(~;,~t)), Odt-ck (17) 
where (Fi, q) are given by (12), the winning set for player 1 - CJ is empty. Therefore 
it is the player 0 who has a winning strategy everywhere on G[Z,]. This strategy -- let 
us call it zp - was obtained by the inductive hypothesis (arena G[Z,] being coloured 
by a proper subset C, of C the induction on the number of colours applies). 
The idea is to build the strategy w0 for player c by composing the strategies zp and 
the attracting strategies in such a way that 
_ either from some moment on the token remains forever in some of the sets Z, 
enabling cr to win by applying the strategy zp or 
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AttP(G[W”], IV,) 
I 
Fig. 4. For each t, 0 <t<k, the set W” is p~itio~~ on hvo sets: AttP(G[ W”],N~) and Zt. ff the token is in 
AtP(G[ W”],N,) then player (I can attract it to a vertex coloured by a colour nor in Ct. If the token is 
in Zr then u can play using his winning strategy zj’. However, (1 - a) vertices of Zr may have successors 
in AttC( G[JP],Nt ) enabling player (1 - (r) to move the token from 2, to Attr”(G[W”], P&) and preventing 
(r from applying any fixed zp again and again. 
- the token is moved again and again outside of each 2, by the adversary player 
1 - cr (Fig. 4). In this case player d uses the a~racting strategies a~‘(G[~~~~N~~ 
to attract the token infinitely often to each of the sets Nt. If all the sets Nt are 
visited infinitely often then for each t there is a colour c E C\Ci visited infinitely 
often. This implies that the set inf( p) of colours visited infinitely often cannot 
be a subset of any C, E max(%+) and therefore inf(p) $?gi_, and player fl wins 
again. 
Player (r uses his memory in order to determine which of the possible substrategies 
should be applied at a given moment. 
Goal associated with LAR memory. With each LARu, memory m E Mu, of player Q 
we associate an integer goal(m), 0 <goal(m) < k, called the goal of m, that is calculated 
in the following way. 
For each t, 0 <t< k, and for each word z E C* let S&z) be the length of the longest 
suffix of z consisting of letters of Ct: 
Now, for m E LARu~, goal(m) is defined to be the t, 0 ~2 t < k, for which the value 
of St(m) is maximal, if there are several t giving the same maximal value of S(m) 
then we take the smallest of them. 
If k > 1 then in the given token position several different substrategies may be appli- 
cable (for example if v E & 17 Zj, where i # j then we do not know in Y if we should 
apply ZP or z; or maybe yet another substrategy). The role of goal(m) is to eliminate 
this ambiguity. (Note that using LAR memory player (r has no possibility to remember 
even which substrategy he used in the preceding step). 
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The formal definition of wa is the following. Let v be a c-vertex of W”, m E Mum, 
and suppose that t = goal(m). Then 
zP<u, 7b;(m>> if vEZ, 
attr”(G[W”],N,)(v) if UEA~~~~(G[W~],N~)\N~ (18) 
UEf. W” if VEN, 
Let us recall that the strategies zj’ winning for r~ in the games (17) are LARu; 
strategies, where Uj = Uef(Fi) is the set of useful colours for player cr w.r.t. (9;,3’). 
But, by (15), LJi C U,, therefore q,;(m) E A4 “; for m E Muc. This shows that wa is well 
defined. Moreover, one can note easily that 0 # w’(v, m) C W’ for v E W’ n 6, i.e. w” 
satisfies (W I) - the first of the two conditions required in the definition of a winning 
strategy. 
It remains to show that any LARu” history h = (~0, mg), (vi, ml), (~2, mz), , . . starting 
from a vertex us E W” and consistent with w0 is winning for player 0. Let p = uoul u2 . . . 
be the corresponding play. We examine two complementary cases. 
Case 1: For all 0 < i <k, inf( p) is not a subset of Ci. 
From the definition of the sets Ci (cf. (9)) it follows that each element of 4_, 
is a subset of some Ci E max(R-,,). Therefore inf(p) cannot belong to 4&, i.e. 
inf(p) E P0 and o wins p. 
Case 2: There exists i, 0 < i <k, such that inf( p) C Ci. 
Let us take a factorization of p of the form p = (UO . . . u~)(v~+l . . . u,_ 1 )u,u,+I . . . 
where 
_ VI is the last vertex in p coloured by a colour not in inf(p) and 
- ‘VC E inf(p), 3, I <i <n such that c = q(Ui), i.e. visiting the vertices between DI+~ 
and u,_i the token visits all colours of inf(p), possibly with repetitions, and maybe 
also some uncoloured vertices. (Clearly such a factorization always exists.) 
Thus at the moment n the last visit of any colour of inf(p) is more recent than the 
last visit of any colour of C\inf (p). The definition of LARuO transition system implies 
that the memory m, of player cr at the moment n can be factorized as uz, where u 
is some permutation of the useful colours that are visited finitely often or never in p 
while z is a permutation of the useful colours visited infinitely often in p (in other 
words u is a permutation of the set U,\inf(p) and z is a permutation of U, n inf( p)). 
Since from the moment n onwards the token visits only the colours of inf( p), the 
definition of LAR,-J~ transition function implies that for all subsequent memory states 
only the colours of z are permuted, i.e. the memory mj has the form 
Vj>n, mj = UZj (19) 
where zj is a permutation of U, n inf(p) and u is a fixed (independent of j) permu- 
tation of U,\inf ( p). 
To determine goal for all j >n we need to find Sl(mj) for all 0 d I < k. 
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Let us partition the set (0,. . . , k - 1) onto two sets: 
and 
L={llOdZ<k and inf(p)cCtE max($t__,)} 
(note that the condition defining Case 2 says that L # 0). We shall show that 
for all iEl and all EEL, Si(mj)<Sl(mj) for ja:n (20) 
and 
for any fixed I EL, the value Sl(mj) is constant for all j (j an) (21) 
Let i ~1 and I EL. Then C,, Cl, being different elements of max($t+), constitute 
a split in .P_,. Therefore Cl\Ci c Cl n Ci L &I(.&) = U,. Definitions of I and L 
imply that at least one colour c visited infinitely often belongs to Cl\Ci C U,. In the 
fa~to~zation (19) this colour e belongs to the suffix zj of colours of U, that are visited 
infinitely often, therefore the longest suffix of mj consisting of letters of Ci does not 
contain the letter c of zj, i.e. 
Si(mj)<j~jI=card(U~n inf(p)) (22) 
On the other hand, for EEL all colours of zj in the factorization (19) belong to Cl, 
thus 
Sr(mj)=Sl(u)+]zj/=Sl(u)fcard(Uan inf(p))>card(U,n inf(p)) (23) 
(where S/(u) is the length of the longest suffix composed of letters of Cl in the word 
u in the facto~zation (19)). 
In particular, we can see that (23) implies directly the assertion (21) while comparing 
(22) and (23) we get (20). 
The definition of goal and assertions (20), (21) yield directly that from the moment 
n onwards the goal constantly equals 1 for some fixed 1 EL, 
Since qp( Vi) f inf( p) for all coloured vertices ri for i > y1 and, on the other hand, as 
I EL, inf(p) & Cl, we can see that from the moment n onwards the token visits only 
colours of CI (and possibly some uncoloured vertices). We shall show that this implies 
that ui E Zl for all i an. 
Indeed, suppose the contrary, i.e. that zli E W”\ZJ = AttrafG[W”],Ni) for some i3n. 
Then, since the goal const~tly equals I player c playing according to wQ would apply 
the attracting strategy a&r”{ G[FP],iVr) until the token enters NI. However, this means 
that the token will visit a colour of C\C, contradicting our previous assertion that only 
colours of Ci are visited in vertices ri for i > n. 
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Summarizing, we have proved that 
31, Vjan, vj E 21 and gOal(mj ) = 1 
which means that from the moment n onwards the token stays in Zl and, since the 
goal remains equal I, player (T applies always his winning strategy zp on Zl (formally, 
using Lemma 8, we get that (n,, ~$m~)), (v,+I, r~,@,+i )), (~,+2,71~;(m~+2)), . . . is 
consistent with ~7). Thus inf(p) = inf(unvn+lvn+2.. ) E Fi C F. and G wins. This ends 
the proof of Theorem 7. 0 
4.4. Memory in winning strategies - split trees 
In this subsection we shall discuss shortly the role that the memory plays in LAR- 
strategies. We can trace it more clearly in the case of the player o from the proof of 
Theorem 7. His memory m E Usf(Fc) is used only to calculate goal(m) in order to 
choose one of the substrategies. 
In particular, if max(2%,) = {Co} consists of only one element then the choice of 
the substrategy depends only on the current token position and the memory is not used 
at all at the topmost level to make the right choice, rr either plays his winning strategy 
on ZO or attracts the token to NO so that the token visits a colour of C\Co (of course 
some memory maybe needed to play on the lower level on ZO). Note that in this case 
Usf(%)n(C\Co)=Q), i.e. there is no useful colour in C\Co for player 0. 
If max(*-o) = {CO,. . . , ck_ 1) contains several elements then each pair of differ- 
ent elements of max(&_,) is a split in Yi-,. Thus the set P = Uip j Ci A Cj is 
included in Usf(FO) and in fact only the colours from P are relevant for player CT 
to the choice of the goal at the topmost level of induction. This becomes obvious if 
we note that Usf(FO)\P C nOGiik Ci, i.e. all the other colours useful for c belong to 
all the sets C, E max(4_,) and therefore do not help to discriminate between possi- 
ble goals at the topmost level (they may be useful on lower induction levels, in sub- 
strategies). 
There is a simple way to visualize what happens at all induction levels. 
A split tree associated with a condition (s&4) is a finite tree T with vertices 
labelled by couples (cr,B), where a E (0, 1) and B E 9?*. This tree is constructed induc- 
tively in the following way. The root of T is labelled by (a, C), where C is the set 
of all colours and (T is the player for which C E FO. Suppose that a vertex x of T is 
labelled by (a,B), IXE (0, 1). 
- If {Bo,. . .) Bl_1) are the maximal subsets of B belonging to 4-, then x has 1 sons 
labelled (1 - cc,Bo) ,..., (1 - a,Bl_,). 
- Otherwise, if all subsets of B belong to Ye then the vertex x is a leaf of T. 
In the sequel when referring to a vertex of a split tree T labelled by a couple (c(, B) 
we shall call it frequently an a-vertex labelled by B. 
Example 9. Let c={CO~CI,C2~c3~c4), ~=~~cO~~1}~~~2~~3~~4}~~c2~~3}~~~2~~4}~{c3~~ 
{cd}}, 4 =90(C)\&. The split tree for (P& 4) is presented on Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. 
Let us note that not only each condition (90,~) determines a unique split tree 
but also conversely, given a split tree T we can recover 
(PO, fi ) thanks to the following property: 
Remark 10. Let c( E { 0, 1 }. A nonempty subset Y of C 
if there exists in the split tree T an a-vertex labelled B 
a-vertex has children labelled by B;, 0 d i cm (all these 
then Y g Bi for all i. 
the corresponding condition 
belongs to Fa if and only 
such that Y C B and if this 
children are 1 - @-vertices) 
Proof. The right to left implication is obvious. The inverse implication can be estab- 
lished easily by induction on the height of T. 0 
It is clear now that the procedure of calculating winning sets and winning strategies 
presented in Section 4.3 can be viewed more adequately as an induction on the height 
of the split tree rather than induction on the number of colours. Indeed each time the 
induction hypothesis is applied in the proof of Theorem 7 it is used to solve games 
on subarenas labelled by C, E max(&,) with the winning condition (F/,3’) given 
by (12). But, if T is the split tree for (&,Ft ) then the root r of T has children rf 
labelled by (1 - 0, C,), 0 <t <k, and a subtree of T starting at the child r, is the split 
tree for (F/,~~). The same situation repeats at all induction levels, each (sub)game 
solved during the induction process corresponds to some vertex in the split tree, the 
immediate subgames of this game correspond to the children of this vertex. 
In particular we can see that not all splits in Pt_,, are relevant for player a. If a split 
X1,X, in &_, does not label some siblings in the split tree then during the induction 
process we never meet a subgame where we need to distinguish these two sets. 
Due to this observation we can redefine the set &I(&) of useful colours for player CI 
to be the union of all B1 A B2 such that there exist siblings in the split tree T labelled 
(1 - CI, B1 ), (1 - c(, B2). This modification does not change anything in the proof of 
Theorem 7. It is not difficult to show an example of a winning condition where this new 
set of useful colours is smaller than the one calculated with all splits in @_,. However, 
similar simple methods reducing the memory size of LAR-strategies are of very limited 
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interest since they are not powerful enough to produce the minimal memory strategies. 
In fact our main motivation in introducing split trees is quite different: they allow to 
construct simple non-LAR strategies. We discuss this topic in the next subsection. 
4.5. Direct goal strategies 
Let T be the split tree for (F&4). We order the children of each vertex x of T 
and number them by consecutive integers from 0 to 1 - 1, where 1 is the number of 
children of the vertex X. Then any path from the root r of T to a vertex x is determined 
in a unique way by the sequence tl, t2, . . . , tn of integers that indicate the successive 
directions we should take to go from r to x. Now the idea is to maintain explicitly such 
a list of goals in player’s memory rather than to calculate goals from LAR memory. 
We shall call this strategy direct goal strategy. 
In this section we assume again that, as in the proof of Theorem 7, the split tree T 
has the root labelled by (a, C) with k children labelled (1 - cr, C,), OQ t < k. The 
winning strategy for player r~ is almost trivial when he uses the paths in the split 
tree as his memory. Suppose that m = tl, t2 , . . . , t,, is his current memory state, i.e. tl is 
the topmost level goal of e, 0 < tl <k. (If the memory state of player cr is the empty 
sequence E then he takes m’ = 0 as his new memory state, i.e. he (re)initializes his 
memory with the first goal 0 at the topmost level). Describing the strategy of player 
rs on W” and how he updates his memory we should distinguish three cases (compare 
with Eq. (18) for t = tl ): 
(i) If the token is in Z,, then CJ plays according to his wining strategy 2:: on Z,, , 
passing the subsequence t2 , . . . , tn composed of lower level subgoals as the memory 
to the substrategy zg. (This subsequence identifies the path starting from the vertex 
(1 - 0, C,) of the split tree). 
(ii) If the token is AttrO(G[ W”], Nt, )\N,, then 0 attracts it in a finite number of steps 
to Nt,. He can also forget the subgoals since they are only useful on Z,, . Therefore 
entering Attr”(G[ W’], IV,, )\N,, player 0 sets his memory state to m’ = tl and this 
memory remains unchanged until the token hits Nr,. 
(iii) If the token finally enters Nt, then 0 can move it to any successor vertex inside 
of W’. Simultaneously he modifies his memory by setting m’ = ti as his new 
memory state, where ti = (tl + 1) mod k is the subsequent top level goal. 
Suppose that h = (aa, mo), (~1, ml ), . . . is a history consistent with the strategy described 
above. Two cases are possible. 
If there is a moment n such that for all i an the topmost goal of mi constantly 
equals t for some fixed 0 < t <k then from this moment onwards the token remains 
always in Z, (otherwise, leaving Z, the token would hit eventually Nt provoking the 
modification of the topmost level goal). Thus c plays from the moment n onwards 
according to his winning substrategy z: and he wins. 
The other possibility is when the topmost level goal never stabilizes in h. Then 
it takes cyclically again and again all values t, 0 <t < k. However, each transition 
of the topmost level goal from t to (t + 1) mod k takes place iff the token visits a 
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colour of C\C*. If this happens infinitely often for each 0 <t < k then there exists a 
colour of C\Cl visited infinitely often and therefore inf(p) is not a subset of any 
C, E max(fi_,), yielding inf(p) E F0 and (T wins also in this case. 
The strategy described above is a finite memory strategy in the sense of the definition 
of Section 2.1, however its nature is much different from LAR strategies. The main 
feature of LAR strategies is that the new memory state depends on the current memory 
state and on the colour of the visited vertex. Therefore, since the number of colours 
is finite, the memory updates are described by a jinite transition system. In the direct 
goal strategy the new memory depends on the previous memory and on the new token 
position. For infinite graphs the memory updates cannot be described any more by a 
finite transition system. 
Up to now we have explored only the topmost level goal of player g and it is still 
vague what happens at lower levels. 
Let us examine player 1 - cr. Let us recall that when playing on GIW1-g] he does 
not use the memory directly at the topmost level (cf. the remarks at the end of 
Section 4.3.1). If the token visits a subarena G[Z,:F’] of G[ FV-‘1 then 1 - r~ uses 
the corresponding winning substrategy .&” (together with the associated function de- 
scribing how he updates his memory, which should be constructed at the same time as 
Zaps). If the token visits a vertex of W1-O not belonging to any of the sets Z$’ then 
player 1 - cr plays according to a memoryless attracting strategy, in this case he takes 
the empty sequence E as his goal list. In conclusion, we can see that in some sense 
the topmost level goal of player 1 - c~ on G[W’-“1 is determined completely by the 
current token position, inside of some Z, 4 ‘+J the “goal” is t, outside there is no goal 
and memoryless attracting strategy is used. 
Note finally that at the level just below the topmost one the roles of players 0 
and 1 - CJ exchange, for example player 1 - cr needs explicitly the topmost goal when 
playing on G[Zl;“] (topmost relatively to the corresponding subtree of the split tree T 
starting at the child (1 - 0, C,) of the root). 
Thus in fact player B and his adversary do not need to maintain the complete path 
fl,f2,..., tn in T in their memory, each second element of such a path is determined by 
the current token position. More precisely, for each path u = tl, t2,. . . , tn starting at the 
root of the split tree let n,(u) = tl, 6, t5,. . . and ni_,(u) = t2, t4, t6,. . . , i.e. we erase 
from u either all elements on even or on odd positions. All such sequences n,(u) 
constitute the memory states of player c for his winning direct goal strategy on W”, 
while sequences II_,(u) constitute the memory of his adversary when he plays on 
W’-” his winning direct goal strategy. 
5. Memoryless trategies 
In this section we examine the question of sufficient and necessary conditions for 
(9&e) under which one or both players have memoryless winning strategies in all 
games (G, (-9% 4 1). 
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Suppose that for a player (T E (0, 1) the set Usf(%V) of his useful colours is empty. 
Then his winning strategy wG constructed in Theorem 7 is a LARa strategy. Since 
Ma = {a}, this means that player cr has only one possible memory state, i.e. his mem- 
ory is in fact useless and we can discard the memory component of IV”. (Formally, 
we define a memoryless strategy f” by setting f”(u) = IV’(U,E) for ZI E V,.) Since by 
Lemma 1 the emptiness of Usf(%@) is also necessary for memoryless strategies we get 
Corollary 11. Let (F&F,) be a Muller condition. Player a E (0, 1) has a winning 
memoryless trategy (on the set W’ of his winning positions) in all games $9 = 
(G, ($0, .9j )) ifs Fl_, is closed under union. 
The fact that %-, does not contain splits is reflected by the shape of the split tree: 
Lemma 12. The family F,-, is closed under union ifs each a-vertex of the split tree 
T of (F&4) has at most one child. 
Proof. Left to right implication follows from the fact that two different children of a 
o-vertex of T would constitute a split in %I_,,. 
Assume now that all o-vertices of T have at most one child. Suppose that %I_, 
contains a split: X, Y E %I_, and X U Y E %O. Then, by Remark 10, there exists a 
vertex of T labelled by ((T, B’) with the only child labelled by (1 - cr, B”) such that 
X U Y C B’ but X U Y g B”. However, B” is the greatest subset of B’ belonging to 
%-,, thus each subset of B’ belonging to %I_, is a subset of B”, in particular X and 
Y should be subsets of B”. This would imply X u Y C B”. This contradiction ends the 
proof. 0 
A pairs family over the set C of colours is a family 9 = {(Li,Ri)}i,l of pairs of 
subsets of C (we allow also the empty pairs family 9 = { }). We associate with 9 
two conditions: Rabin condition (R, 9) and Streett condition (S, 9). 
A nonempty subset X of C is said to satisfy Rabin condition (R, 9) if 3 E I, 
Li n X # 8 and Ri n X = 8. Streett condition is the complement of Rabin condition: a 
nonempty subset X of C satisfies Streett condition (S,Y) if Vi EI, Li nx = 8 or 
Ri nx # 8. 
Since Rabin/Streett conditions are mutually complementary they can be used to 
express winning conditions of a player and his adversary. For instance, if player o 
uses Rabin condition then he wins a play p if inf (p) satisfies (R, 9’), otherwise inf (p) 
satisfies (S, 9) and player 1 - o, who uses Streett condition, wins p. 
A chain is a pairs family %= {(Li, Ri)} _ ._ ,<,<~~~~~~~~~R,cLIcRzcLzc...RIcL~. 
A chain condition (C, 9) is simply a Rabin condition with a chain 9”. 
If the set family % consists of sets satisfying a Rabin/Streett/chain condition then 
we say that % is expressible by the corresponding condition. 
All three conditions defined above are frequently used as acceptance conditions for 
automata on infinite objects. The following lemma characterizes collections % C 90(C) 
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that can be expressed by means of Rabin and chain conditions (although this lemma is 
a simple observation, maybe folklore, we failed to find this statement in the literature). 
Lemma 13. Ler B C &b(C) and 9 = Y0(C)\F. 
(1) 9 is expressible by a Rabin condition ifs F is closed under union. 
(2) 9 is expressible by a chain condition t$ both F and F are closed under union, 
Proof. We leave to the reader the direct verification that the family of sets satisfying 
a given Streett condition is always closed under union and similarly that the family 
9 satisfying a chain condition and its complement are both closed under union. This 
gives the left to right implication of both statements. 
Now suppose that F is closed under union. If 9 = 0 then it suffices to take 9 = { }. 
Thus assume that 9 # 0. Let T be the split tree onstructed for the condition (9, F) 
and let Hi , . . . , HI be the sets labelling O-vertices of T (obviously all these sets belong 
to B but it is possible that some elements of B are not on this list). 
For each i, 1 did I, we define the set Qi: if all subsets of Hi belong to 9 then 
Qi = 0, otherwise Qi is the maximal subset of Hi belonging to p (Qi is unique since 
F does not contain splits). In other words, Qi is either empty if the vertex of T 
labelled (0,Hi) does not have children, otherwise Qi is the label of the only child of 
this vertex. 
Obviously YE F iff there exists i, 1 <i < 1, such that Y &Hi and Y g Qi, which 
is equivalent with Y n(C\Hi)= 8 and Y n(C\Qi) # 8. Therefore, setting Li = C\Qi 
and Ri = C\Ht we get a pairs family 9 = {(Li, Ri)}l <i<t such that f consists of 
sets satisfying (R,P). Note that if both 9 and p are closed under union then the 
corresponding split tree has no forks (Lemma 12) and the pairs family constructed 
above forms a chain. q 
From Corollary 11 and Lemma 13 we obtain 
Corollary 14. Let (Fo, 4) be a Muller condition. 
(1) Player o has a winning memoryless strategy (over the set Wa of his winning 
positions) in ail games $9 = (G, (&,Fj )) tj” g0 can be expressed as a Rabin 
condition. 
(2) Both players have memoryless winning strategies (on their respective sets W”, W’ 
of winning positions) in all games 9 = (G, (Fo, 4 )) ifs 90 (and thus also fi ) is 
expressible by a chain condition. 
The difficult part of Corollary 14( 1) asserting that in order to have memoryless 
winning strategy for a player d it is sufficient that his winning condition be in Rabin 
form was first proved by Klarlund [14]. His method is however quite different. It is 
based on a result of Klarlund and Kozen [15] asserting that if in a coloured graph G all 
infinite paths satisfy Rabin condition then we can associate with G the so-called Rabin 
progress measure. As Klarlund writes in [14]: “Intuitively, the value of the progress 
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measure represents a prioritized list of hypotheses about which pair3 is going to be 
satisfied in the limit”. Invoking the result of Martin [ 181 about the determinacy of 
Bore1 games (a simpler result of Davis [5] would be sufficient) Klarlund establishes 
that for each initial position one of the two players has a winning strategy (with 
unbounded memory). The final step of Klarlund’s proof consists in, roughly speaking, 
transformation of such a perfect memory strategy into a memoryless strategy (this 
transformation is carried out only for the player using Rabin condition, the adversary 
player using Streett condition may need some memory, however neither his strategy 
nor his memory requirements are examined in [14]). Properties of the Rabin measure 
are used to show that the resulting memoryless strategy is winning for the player with 
Rabin condition if the initial unbounded memory strategy was winning for him. 
Let us note that, for games on coloured graphs, chain conditions and parity condi- 
tions can be considered as two different forms of the same winning condition. Thus 
Corollary 14(2) is in fact equivalent with Theorem 6. Let us note also that recently 
Thomas [28,29] proposed a simplified transformation of Muller automata to chain au- 
tomata (remarkably but not surprisingly Thomas’s transformation uses a variant of LAR 
due to Bi.ichi [4]). The reader may note also that if the winning condition is a chain 
condition then the proof of Theorem 7 reduces in fact to the first proof of Theorem 6. 
6. Games on totally coloured arenas 
An arena G = (6, Vi, E, cp, C) is totally coloured if cp is a total mapping from V 
into C. 
Since arenas that appear in applications are totally coloured they deserve a special 
attention. Quite surprisingly the fact that all vertices of G are coloured has an impact 
on the memory requirements for winning strategies. First of all note that Lemma 1 
does not hold any more. The arena of Fig. 1 contains an uncoloured vertex u and 
when we try to colour it then we discover quickly that we are able to reproduce the 
result of Lemma 1 only if %-, contains a special type of splits. 
For % C %0(C), a pair of sets Xr,Xz in % is called a strong split in % if Xr nX* # 0 
and Xl U& $! F. 
Lemma 15. Let (%o,%I) be a Muller condition. If %I_, contains a strong split then 
there exists a game (G, (%& %I )) on a totally coloured arena G such that player o 
has a winning strategy but no memoryless winning strategy. 
Proof. Take a strong split Xr , X2 in %I-, and the graph of Fig. 1. Colour vertices vi 
and W; as in the proof of Lemma 1 and colour the vertex u by any colour c E Xl n X2. 
The same reasoning as in Lemma 1 shows that o has a winning strategy but no 
memoryless winning strategy. 0 
3 From the pairs family of the Rabin condition. 
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For Muller condition (&, fi ) the set &sf(&) of strongly useful colours for player 
o is defined as the union of all symmetric differences Xr n X2, where Xl, X2 range 
over all strong splits in 4_,. (A s in the case of splits we can restrict the set of 
strongly useful colours by taking into account only the strong splits in 4_, that appear 
labelling some siblings in the split tree.) Then it is possible to prove the counterpart 
of Theorem 7: 
Proposition 16. For any game (G, (&, 4)) on a totally coloured arena G the set V 
of vertices can be partitioned on two sets W” and W’, such that, for each a E (0, l}, 
W* is an (1 - a)-trap and player CJ has a winning LARQ, strategy on W”, where 
U, = Gusf(FC) is his set of strongly useful colours. 
Proposition 16 allows to deduce Theorem 7 quite directly. Namely consider a game 
9 = (G, (F&R)) on a partially coloured arena G. Let GI be a new colour not belong- 
ing to C. Colouring the uncoloured vertices of G with the colour cx we get a totally 
coloured arena G’. The winning condition (po’,q’) on G’ is defined in the following 
way: X E .Ys(C U {cc}) belongs to Fi iff X n C E &, ~II E (0, 1). Note that every play 
p has the same winner in both games 3 = (G, (PO,% )) and ‘3’ = (G’, (&‘, 3’)). How- 
ever, XI, X2 is a split in Z& iff .I’, U {cc}, X2 U { cx} is a strong split in 9:. Therefore 
for each player the useful colours in the game 3 are the same as the strongly useful 
colours in the game 9’. Therefore Proposition 16 applied to B’ implies Theorem 7 
for 9. 
On the other hand, we failed to establish the implication in the other direction, in fact 
Proposition 16 seems to be stronger than Theorem 7. Nevertheless, we have decided 
to leave Proposition 16 as an unproven claim and to content ourselves with the weaker 
result of Section 4. The reason is that the proof of Proposition 16 is more obscure and 
technically involved and the additional clumsiness seems to be to high a price to pay 
for a bit more generality. 
However, the most important instance of Proposition 16 concerning necessary and 
sufficient conditions for memoryless winning strategies for one or both players on 
totally coloured arenas is easy enough to be worked out completely. Since these 
conditions turn out to be weaker than Rabin and chain conditions and the arenas 
appearing in complementation lemma are totally coloured the results of this sec- 
tion improve on the previous results of Emerson and Jutla [9], Mostowski [21] and 
Klarlund [ 141. 
Theorem 17. Player c( E (0, 1) has a memoryless winning strategy on his winning set 
WoL for all games (G, (S&e)) on totally coloured arenas G tf and only tf the set 
a_, does not contain strong splits. 
Proof. That the absence of strong splits in 4_, is necessary follows from Lemma 15. 
To prove that this is also sufficient we reconsider the proof of Theorem 7 and indi- 
cate the necessary modifications. Assume again that 0 is the player for which C E Fc 
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and that max(9i_,,)={C0,..., C-1) are the maximal elements of 4 _,,. The win- 
ning sets W’-O and W’ of both players are constructed exactly as in Theorem 7, the 
modifications will concern only the winning strategies. 
There are two cases to examine depending on whether C belongs to the winning set 
of the player without strong splits. 
Case I. Suppose that F0 does not contain strong splits. 
Then we should exhibit a winning memoryless strategy for player 1 - cr. Let us recall 
that in Section 4.3.1 we have constructed an increasing sequence of strategies wj-‘, the 
strategy w’ PO was the last of them. Thus we should now modify the strategies wj-’ 
in order to make them memoryless. First note that if PC does not contain strong splits 
then also the families 9: defined by Eq. (12) do not contain strong splits for 0 < t <k 
and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, the winning strategies zjz” of player 1 -- (T 
in the games (13) are memoryless. Thus in Eq. (16) and (11) defining the strategy 
wi;,” we can discard the memory components from x5, z:;“, wj+’ and wi;,“. 
For a limit ordinal 4, wi-” becomes now the union of an ascending sequence of 
memoryless strategies wi-“, q ~5, and thus is also memoryless. In this way, mak- 
ing all strategies wi-” memoryless, also the global winning strategy wl-O becomes 
memoryless. 
Case II. Suppose that 9i_, does not contain strong splits. 
Now we should exhibit a winning memoryless strategy w” for player cr. This is 
in fact the only interesting case - after all player 1 - o does not use his memory at 
the topmost induction level, thus we cannot see directly if he needs some memory or 
not. 
To simplify the notation we can assume without loss of generality that W” = V, i.e. 
that G[ W’] is the whole arena G. Therefore, for any set B C: C of colours q-‘(B) will 
denote the set of all vertices of WQ that are coloured by elements of B. 
Let us recall that for all 0 d t <k the set W’ is partitioned on two sets (cf. Fig. 4): 
Z,, where player 0 has a winning strategy zp and Attr”(G[ W”],N,), where he has a 
strategy to attract the token to the set Nt = (p-‘(C\C,) of vertices coloured by C\Ct. 
The strategies zp, obtained by solving the games (17) are now memoryless by the 
induction hypothesis (if Pi_, does not contain strong splits then the same holds for 
8’ ,_,=4-,n~ob(G)). 
Moreover, since G is totally coloured, W”\N, = cp-‘(C,). 
The union of two different elements Ci and Cj of max(&_,) belongs always to 
9& therefore Ci n Cj = 0 (otherwise Ci, Cj would constitute a strong split in 9i-, 
contradicting our assumption that 4_, does not contain such splits). This implies that 
also the sets cp-‘(C,) are pairwise disjoint for 0~ t <k. 
Finally observe also the inclusion Z, = W’\Attr”( G[ W’], Nt) C W”\N, = cp-‘(C,) and 
the equality cp-’ (C, )\Zt = Attr”( G[ W”], N,)\N, (this equality results directly from the 
following two equivalences holding for all u E W”: (1) v E cp-‘(C,) iff u 6 Nt and (2) 
u @Z, iff v E Attr’( G[ W’], Nl)). 
All these observations are summarized on Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. For all O$t<k, cp-‘(C,) consists of vertices coloured by the colours from Ct. The sets cp-‘(C,) 
are pairwise disjoint, each of them contains a subset Z,, where player 0 has a memoryless winning strat- 
egy zp. If the token is in rp-‘(Ct)\Zr =Attr”(G[W”],N,)\Nt then player 0 can use the attracting strategy 
attr”(G[Wu],Nr) to force the token outside of rp-‘(Ct), i.e. to Nt = W”\rp-‘(C,). 
The definition of the memoryless strategy w0 is now obvious: 
- if the token is inside of one of the sets Z, then player Q plays according to the 
strategy zp, 
_ if the token visits one of the sets q-‘(C,)\Z, then player (T attracts it to the set 
W”\IJ-~(C,)=N, in a finite number of steps, 
_ if the token is in IV”\ UOgtck cp -i(C) then player rr can take any successor vertex 
inside of WQ (since W” is a 1 - a-trap such successors always exist). 
Let us take any play p = vovl v2 . . . starting at a vertex us E W” and consistent with the 
strategy w” described above. Two cases arise. 
Case 1. If there exists 0 <t < k such that inf(p) G C, then from some moment n 
onwards the token visits only vertices of cp-‘(C,). However, this implies that from 
that moment II onwards the token is in fact always inside of Z,; otherwise, had it 
visited q__‘(C,)\Z, it would have been forced to visit a vertex of N,, i.e. to visit a 
colour not in C,. 
Now, when in the suffix play v,v,,+i v,+t . . . of p all vertices belong to Z, then this 
play is consistent with zf and winning for (T. Thus the whole play p is winning for (T 
as well. 
Case 2. The second possibility is that inf(p) is not a subset of any C,, 0 <t <k. 
Then however inf(p) cannot belong to 91 _c, i.e. player 0 wins also in this case. 
This terminates the proof that w” is winning for G. 0 
It is interesting to note why the proof given above fails to work for partially coloured 
arenas. The reason is that, even if the sets C, are pairwise disjoint, the sets W”\N, are 
not since they consist not only of all vertices coloured by C, by also of all uncoloured 
vertices of W’. 
Similarly as for splits (Lemma 12) the absence of strong splits is reflected by the 
form of the split tree: 
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Lemma 18. Let T be the split tree associated with (Fo,F,). Then PI_,, does not 
contain strong splits iff the labels of any two sibling (1 - o)-vertices in T are 
disjoint. 
To compare different classes of winning conditions examined in this paper it is 
convenient to introduce a notation allowing to express them in an uniform 
way. 
Let Xi, z,j be subsets of C. For any nonempty subset B of C we write B k 
vb, (& A 7 Yi, 1 A . . A 7 Yi,k, ) to denote that there exists 1 < i d n such that B C 4 and, 
for all 1 <j <ki, B $ Yi,j. Conditions in this form will be called inclusion conditions. 
For each family % C_ %0(C) we can construct in a canonical way an inclusion con- 
dition expressing 9. To this end we take the split tree T of (%,F) and the inclusion 
condition is obtained as the disjunction of all Xi A lYi, 1 A . . . A lYi,k,, where Xi labels 
a O-vertex of T and Yi,t,..., &,k, are labels of the children of this O-vertex. 
This method applied to the family %O from Example 9 yields the following inclusion 
condition: ({CO,CI} A~{co}A~{c~})V({ c2,c3,c4} A 7{c2} A7{c3,c4})v {c3} v (c4). 
Using Lemmas 12 and 18 in one direction and the direct verification in the other 
we obtain the following complete characterization of four special classes of inclusion 
conditions: 
(Rabin) Vl= l(X A lYi). 
Such inclusion condition is equivalent with the usual Rabin conditions. 
(chain) Vy=1(XiAlYi), whereXt>Yr> . ..X.,>Yn. 
These inclusion conditions are equivalent with the usual chain conditions. 
(extended Rabin) Vy=, (X, A 7 Yi, 1 A . . . A 1 yi,k, ), where for each 1 < i d n and all 
l<j<l<ki, K,jn&,r=O. 
Such condition expresses a family % if and only if the complement of % does 
not contain strong splits. Therefore a player has a memoryless winning strategy in all 
games over totally coloured arenas iff his winning condition can be expressed in this 
form. 
(strongly branching) vb, (X;: A 7 K, 1 A . . . A 1 Yi,k, ), where 
- for all 1 <i <j <n, either Xi and Xj are disjoint or one of them is included in the 
other, 
- for all 1 < i, j <n and all 1 d I 6 ki, 1~ m 6 kj, 6, j and 5, ,,, are either disjoint or one 
of them is included in the other. 
Such a condition expresses a family % iff neither % nor its complement contain 
strong splits. Therefore both players have memoryless winning strategies on totally 
coloured arenas iff their winning conditions are of this form. 
Note that the family %O of Example 9, as well as its complement, are expressible by 
a strongly branching inclusion condition but not by a Rabin condition: both %a and %t 
contain splits but do not contain strong splits. Therefore there are games on partially 
coloured arenas using this winning condition where both players need memory for 
their winning strategies. But when we play with the winning condition of Example 9 
on totally coloured arenas then both players do not need any memory. 
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Other similar examples - their construction is left to the reader - show that the 
diagram below presents all possible inclusions (denoted by arrows) among different set 
families, all these inclusions are strict (if the set C of all colours is large enough). 
Rabin 
chain 
< 
\ extended 
f 
Rabin 
- @*CC) 
\ strongly / 
branching 
An interesting question is how much memory we can save playing on arenas that 
are totally coloured rather than only partially coloured. Comparing the memoryless 
conditions for such arenas established in this section with the optimal memory bounds 
for games on partially coloured arenas from [7] we can deduce easily the following 
facts. Let (Fa,@t) be a winning condition such that player cr needs no memory when 
playing on totally coloured arenas, i.e. .PO satisfies the extended Rabin condition. Then 
playing on partially coloured arenas with the same winning condition the same player 
needs the memory of the size at most O(jC/). On the other hand, this bound may be 
tight, i.e. there are winning conditions where o needs fi(jCj) memory on some partially 
coloured arenas and no memory on all totally coloured arenas. 
7. App~catio~ to automata on infinite trees 
The winning strategies constructed in Sections 3 and 4 are in general non-determi- 
nistic. In this section we assume that all considered strategies are deterministic, i.e. a 
strategy for player D is a partial mapping from V, x MB into q_,, where MB is the 
co~esponding LAR memos. Obviously, for each non-dete~inistic winning strategy 
wLI for player r.r we can always obtain a deterministic one by choosing an element of 
w”(v, m) for each v E V, and each m E I&. 
7.1. Infinite trees and automata 
The full binary tree is formed by the set (0, I}* of all binary words, the elements 
of (0, I}* are called vertices. For any x E (0, l}*, n0 and xl are respectively the left 
and the right successor of the vertex x, the empty word E is the root of the tree. 
For any alphabet C, a C-tree z is a complete binary tree with vertices labelled by 
elements of C, i.e. t is a mapping from the set (0, 1)” of vertices into .X. Any set 
of C-trees is called a C-forest, the Z-forest consisting of all C-trees being denoted by 
YZ For each r f & and each vertex n f- (0, l>*, by rX E 9jj we note the subtree of z 
starting at the vertex x: Vy E (0, l}*, r&) = r(xy). 
A finite tree automaton is a tuple & = (.Z, C, CO, d, a), where 
- Z is an alphabet, 
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- C is a finite set of colours (usually elements of C are called states, we prefer the 
term “colours” for the sake of consistency with the terminology used for games), 
- CO E C is the initial colour, 
- A is the set of transitions, A C C x C x C x C, 
- 6 is an acceptance condition. 
A run of d over a Z-tree t is a C-tree Y : {0,1)*--t C (i.e. a binary tree coloured 
by elements of C) such that Vx E (0, l}*, (Y(X), r(x), r(xO), r(x1)) E A. Infinite words 
of (0, 1)” are called paths in the tree. For each C-tree r E Fc and each path p = pl p2 
p3 . . ., where pi E (0, l}, we define 
inf,(p) = {C E C j r(pl . . . pi) = c for infinitely many i) 
to be the set of colours occurring infinitely often on the path p in r. 
A run r over a C-tree r accepts z if 
- the root of r is coloured by the initial colour, r(E) = CO, and 
- for each path p E (0, l}w, the set inf,(p) of colours occurring infinitely often 
satisfies Q. 
A Z-tree r is recognized by an automaton d if there is a run r of d over r 
accepting r. The forest of all C-trees recognized by &’ is denoted by T(d). 
Remarks. From this moment on we assume that (5 is either Streett or chain (or 
parity) condition, its complement will be noted as Kc. (This will save notation with- 
out loss of generality since other types of automata like Rabin or Muller can be 
transformed to chain automata.) In the sequel we shall consider several games be- 
tween two players that are called, after Gurevich and Harrington [ 111, Automaton and 
Pathfinder. Always (5 will be used as Automaton winning condition while CT” will be 
Pathfinder winning condition, i.e. 6’ is always either in Rabin or in chain form. In 
fact what we need is the Pathfinder winning condition Kc in the form assuring for him 
a memoryless winning strategy, in particular since arenas constructed here are totally 
coloured we can also admit Kc in extended Rabin or strongly branching form from 
Section 6. 
To assure that in constructed arenas each vertex has at least one successor we assume 
in the sequel that tree automata are always complete, i.e. for all c E C and a E C there 
is at least one transition in A of the form (~,a, c’, c”) (each tree automaton can be 
completed easily if necessary). 
7.2. Complementation of tree automata 
Let ‘%ec be the class of all forests recognized by finite tree automata (recall that 
this class is independent of a particular acceptance condition since all of them are 
equivalent with chain condition). It is an elementary exercise from automata theory to 
show that ‘%ec is closed under union and intersection if the acceptance condition is in 
Muller form. The closure of %ec under complement is however highly nontrivial and 
constitutes the main technical achievement of Rabin’s paper [25]. 
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Theorem 19. The class ‘%ec of recognizable Z-forests is closed under complement. 
Let 7 be a C-tree. We consider the following colouring game played on 7 by 
Automaton and Pathfinder. Initially, only the root E of 7 is coloured by the initial 
colour CO of & and E is also the initial game position. The players play by rounds, 
each round consists in one step of Automaton followed by one step of Pathfinder. If 
the current play position is a vertex x E (0, I}* of 7 and x is coloured by c E C then 
Automaton chooses a transition of the form (c, 7(x), c& c{ ) E A and colours the left and 
the right successor of x by cb and ci respectively. In the next step Pathfinder chooses a 
direction i E (0, l} and moves the current play position to the successor xi of X. After 
an infinite number of rounds the infinite sequence p = ili2i3 . . . , ik E (0, l}, of Pathfinder 
moves gives a path in 7, this path was completely coloured by Automaton during the 
play. If the set of colours that occur infinitely often along the path p satisfies (r: then 
Automaton wins, otherwise Pathfinder wins. The notions of strategies, winning strate- 
gies, playing consistent with a given strategy can be adapted directly to the colouring 
games. We can also observe directly that winning deterministic Automaton strategies 
can be identified with accepting runs of d on 7: given such a run r, Automaton’s 
strategy consists in choosing the transition (T(X), z(x),r(xO),r(xl)) whenever the cur- 
rent game position is the vertex x E (0, l}*. On the other hand, the colouring game 
over 7 can also be represented as a game over an arena, i.e. it has a representation 
that we have used for games up to now. Such arena G, = ~~~~~~~~~~~~ VPathsnder, E,, cp, C) 
is defined in the following way: 
V ~~t~~~~~~={(x,~,~(x))Ix~{O,1}* and CEC) 
and 
bhfinder = ((4 C, 7(X), CL, C’l) 1 X E (0, I)* and (C, 7(X)> C;, C; > E A) 
are Automaton’s and Pathfinder’s vertices, respectively. 
The token visiting a vertex v = (x, c, 7(x)) E V Automaton of G, corresponds in the colour- 
ing game to the situation when the vertex x of 7 is the current play position and this 
x is coloured by c. In the colouring game Automaton chooses a transition of the form 
(c, 7(x), ck, ci ) E A to colour two successors of x. Playing on G, this step is represented 
by automaton advancing the token to w = (x, c, 7(x), c& ci ) E b&,s,&r, in other words 
such pairs (a, w) constitute the edges of E, representing valid Automaton moves. If the 
token visits a Pathfinder vertex w = (x, c, 7(x), ck, ci ) E &thfinder then Pathfinder should 
choose a direction i E (0, 1 }, which is represented in G, by the token moving from w 
to Wi = (xi, 4, W>) E &tOmon, i E (0, l}, i.e. such pairs (w, wi) are the edges of E, 
describing possible Pathfinder moves. 
The colouring mapping cp of G, is trivial, vertices (x,c,~(x)) E &tomato,, and 
(x,c, z(x),c&ci) E VPathfi,&r are coloured by c. (Note that leaving Pathfinder’s vertices 
uncoloured would not change the set of infinitely visited colours for any play in G,. 
However, totally coloured arenas are preferable to reduce memory requirements, cf. 
Section 6). The acceptance condition (5 of & is the winning Automaton condition 
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(and its complement 6’ is the Pathfinder winning condition). Let $ be the resulting 
game. 
From the presentation above it should be clear that the colouring game on r and the 
game on the arena G, with the starting token position as = (E, CO, Z(E)) E V_&,maton are 
just two different representations of the same game. 
As noted previously, z is accepted by d iff Automaton has a winning strategy in 
the colouring game iff Automaton has a winning strategy for plays starting at uo in 
G,. Conversely, z $ T(d) iff Pathfinder has a winning strategy in such games. By 
our assumption about the form of the winning condition, Pathfinder’s winning strategy 
can be chosen memoryless. It is easy to see now that the definition given below cap- 
tures correctly the notion of a memoryless Pathfinder strategy in the colouring game 
on r. 
Definition 20. For any a E C let A, = (6 E A ) Slc,c&c~ E C, 6 = (c, a,&,~‘,)} be the set 
of transitions that are applicable at a vertex labelled by a. A memoryless Pathfinder 
strategy in the colouring game over z is a family s = {,s,},~~~, , )* of mappings such 
that Vx E (0, l}*, s, : A,(,p{O, 1). 
Pathfinder uses such a strategy in the following way. If the current play position 
in r is a vertex x E (0, 1 }* and in the first step of the current round Automaton 
has chosen a transition 6 (note that he could choose only some 6 from A,,,,) then 
Pathfinder playing according to s moves the current play position in the direction 
i = sX(S) to the successor xi of x. Thus intuitively each s,,x E (0, l}*, describes lo- 
cally Pathfinder’s strategy at the vertex x, this strategy is memoryless since Pathfinder 
move is determined uniquely by the current position in the colouring game and by 
the transition chosen by Automaton at this positions and it does not depend on the 
previous transitions chosen by Automaton. From our previous discussion it follows 
that 
Lemma 21. For any tree z E Yz, z # T(d) ifs Pathjinder has a memoryless winning 
strategy, in the sense of DeJnition 20, in the colouring game on z. 
Our construction of an automaton recognizing Fz\T(d) will take four steps: 
(1) We define a new finite alphabet Q and a finite non-deterministic automaton So 
recognizing a subset of @” (thus 99~ is an automaton on infinite words), 
(2) With each r E YZ and each total memoryless Pathfinder strategy s in the colouring 
game on z we associate a language L,, 2 Qw of infinite words. We prove that s is 
winning for Pathfinder iff L,, n L(a) = 0, where L(.%?Q) stands for the language 
recognized by a. 
(3) From & find a deterministic finite automaton Z8: recognizing Q”\L(BQ). 
(4) The automaton ?.#k is transformed to a nondeterministic automaton dc recognizing 
&\T(d). 
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Let, for a E C, ,4”Y9I?, denote the set of all mappings from A, to (0, 1). Then we 
set 
SZ={(~,~,~)IUEC, SE~%%?~ and i~{O,l}} 
to be the new alphabet. Obviously, since C is finite, KK%?, and 52 are finite as well. 
Let ZEYX and s={s,},,~~,JI. be a total memoryless Pathfinder strategy in the 
colouring game on r. For each infinite binary sequence p = ~1~2~3 . . . E (0, 1 }O, where 
pi E (0, l}, we construct the infinite word 
over the alphabet Q (note that Definition 20 implies that s~,,,,~,_, E 9Y93?r(p,.,,p,_1)). 
Intuitively, w$ codes the letters of Z and the local strategies s, for vertices x occurring 
along the path p (as well as the path p itself). 
Let L,, C Sz” be the language consisting of all words w{~, with p ranging over 
(0, l}O. Now we define an automaton (on infinite words) 39~ = (Sz, C, CO, y, 6) - the 
set of states C, the initial state co and the acceptance condition 6 are the same as 
for d. The transition relation y C C x 52 x C of go is defined in the following way: 
for c, c’ E C and (a,s, i) E 52, (c, (a,s, i),cJ) E y iff there exists 6 = (c, a,&,~; ) E A, such 
that s( 6) = i. 
Lemma 22. A total memoryless Puthjinder strategy s in the colouring game on z is 
winning ifs L(a) fl L,, = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that L(Ba) n L,, # 0. Thus there exists a path p in z such that 9% 
accepts the word w$ EL,,. Let COC~CZ . . . be the sequence of states in a run accept- 
ing w&. Note that the successive transitions executed by go in this run have the 
form 
(ci,(~(pl . . . Pi),Spl...p,, Pi+1 ),ci+l) E Y 
However, from the definition of B’o it follows that (24) holds only if there exists a 
transition 6; E AT(p,...p,) of the form 
6i =(Ci,z(pl . . . pi),Ch,C’,) (25) 
and such that s~,,..~, (S,)= pi+1 E (0, 1) and either Ci+i =c; if pi+1 =0 or ci+i = C{ if 
Pi+1 = 1. 
Suppose that in the colouring game on z Automaton plays in such a way that at 
the vertex pl . . . pi he chooses the transition 6i given by (25). We have just seen 
that playing according to s Pathfinder will choose the direction pi+i. The sequence of 
colours visited during this play will be cocic2 . . . recognized by &, i.e. infC(cOctc2 . . .) 
satisfies 6 and Pathfinder loses this play. We conclude that strategy s cannot be winning 
for Pathfinder. 
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Suppose now that L(go) n L,, = 0. Let r be any run of &’ over r such that r(s) = CO. 
Suppose that Automaton uses Y as his strategy in the colouring game on z play- 
ing (r(x), t(x), r(xO), r(x1)) E d whenever the current play position is x. Suppose that 
Pathfinder plays against this strategy using the strategy s. The resulting play will give 
an infinite path p in Y. It is easy to verify that the sequence T(E), r(pl), r(plp2). . . of 
states along the path p is a run of go over the word w& EL,, associated with this 
path and with s. The fact that w& $ L(ga) implies that this sequence of states does 
not satisfy 6, i.e. r is not an accepting run. Since the same holds for any run, z is not 
recognized by &. 0 
As it is known from the theory of automata over infinite words [24] it is possible 
to construct a deterministic finite automaton 99; = (a, Q, qo, y’, 6’) recognizing the lan- 
guage Q\L(C&), where 6’ is any of the conditions (Muller, Streett, Rabin, chain) used 
in this paper. (However the efficiency of such a construction depends heavily on the 
form of the condition. We have assumed in our discussion that the acceptance condition 
6 is a Streett or chain condition. In this case we can use the determinization method 
due to Safra [27] that for a nondeterministic Streett automaton with IZ states and h 
acceptance pairs gives an equivalent deterministic Rabin automaton with 0(2”h ‘“s(nh)) 
states and nh acceptance pairs.) 
The tree automaton Laec = (Z, Q, qo, A’, 6’) recognizing Fr\T(d) is obtained directly 
from B$ - we set (q, a, q’, q”) E A’ iff there exists s E YF%?, such that y’(q, (a, s, 0)) = 
q’ and Y’(q,(a,s, l))=q”. 
To show that dc recognizes the complement of T(d) we note the equivalence of 
the following statements: 
- TET(&~) iff 
_ there exists a run r of &F accepting r iff 
- (by definition of Se’) there exists a family s= {sX},E~o,ll~ of mappings, s, : &,,--+ 
(0, I}, such for all x E (0, l}* 
Y’(+), (r(x),sX, 0)) = r(xO) and y’(+), (r(x),s,, 1)) = r(xl) 
and for each p E (0, l}O, inf,(p) satisfies C’, iff 
_ all words w$, for p E (0, l}“, are recognized by %?r$ i.e. L,, C L(@k), iff 
_ L,, nL(Ba) = 0 iff (cf. Lemma 22) 
_ s is a winning Pathfinder strategy in the colouring game on z iff 
- r@T(&). 
7.3. Regular trees and decidability of the emptiness problem for tree automata 
Each C-tree induces an equivalence relation ~~ over the set (0, l}* of vertices that 
identifies these vertices that are roots of isomorphic subtrees: Vx, y E (0, l}*, x -T y 
iff r, = rY. A C-tree is said to be regular if the relation wT is of finite index. 
Obviously a C-tree r is regular iff there exists a finite labelled graph G with a 
distinguished vertex v E V(G) (the root) such that umavelling of G starting at v gives z. 
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Theorem 23 (Rabin [26]). For any tree automaton &‘, if T(sZ) # 8 then T(d) con- 
tains a regular tree. In fact, we can effectively decide if T(d) is empty or not 
and in the last case we can effectively find a finite representation of a regular tree 
in T(d). 
For a tree automaton d = (Z, C,CO, d, 6;) let d = {(c, cl, ~2) E C3 1 3a E C, (c, a, cl, 122) 
E A}. Consider the colouring game on the infinite binary tree (0, I}*, where ini- 
tially the root E is coloured by co and other vertices are uncoloured. The players 
play exactly as in the colouring game from Section 7.2, the only difference is that 
now Automaton uses the elements of d to colour successor vertices. Again, winning 
Automaton strategies can be identified with accepting runs of &‘. What is most im- 
portant however is that this new colouring game can be represented as a game over a 
finite arena: Gcoiouring = ( &utomaton, kthfinder, -6 cp, Cl, where automaton = C me Automa- 
ton vertices, I&&s,& = d are Pathfinder vertices, the set E of edges is the union of 
two sets {(c,d)(c~C and ~=(c,c;,c~,)E~} and {(~,c~)[~=(c,c&c~)E~ and CUE 
{ck,c{}}. Each element c E C = V Automaton is coloured by itself, elements of I&&s& 
are uncoloured. Thus in fact Gcoiouring is an arena in the sense of McNaughton [19] 
- we can view Gcotouring as finite graph with the set I&tOm&,n = C of distinguished 
vertices. An alternative possibility is to colour also vertices of d, each (c, cl, ~2) l 2 
being coloured by c. In this way we obtain a totally coloured arena with the same set 
inf(p) for any path p.) 
For finite arenas the methods presented in Sections 3 and 4 are in fact recursive 
algorithms (the construction of winning sets and winning strategies terminates after 
a finite number of steps) in particular the winning set and a winning finite memory 
strategy are calculated effectively for each player. Obviously one can apply here also 
McNaughton’s algorithm [19], for finite graphs the difference between these algorithms 
is in fact minor. 
It remains to note that T(d) # 8 iff the vertex CO E &,,to&,,,, belongs to Automaton’s 
winning set of vertices (which shows the decidability of the emptiness problem) and 
Automaton’s winning finite memory strategy for plays starting at CO is nothing else 
but a regular accepting run. Given such a run r we can find easily a regular tree 
r E Yz such that r is a run over z: choose for each (c,ci,cz) ~2 an a E C such that 
(c,~,cI,c~)E A and label all XE {O,l}* such that (r(x),r(xO),r(xl))=(c,q,c2) with 
this symbol a. 
We can note that McNaughton algorithm [19] has the complexity exponential in the 
number of graph vertices for any type of winning conditions examined in this paper. 
For Rabin tree automata Emerson and Jutla [S] give an algorithm testing nonemptiness 
in time O((mn)3n), where m is the number of states and n the number of pairs, and 
show that this problem is NP-complete for such automata. On the other hand, the exact 
complexity of nonemptiness problem for parity (chain) automata seems to be an open 
problem. 
As the last example of game applications we show the following result due to 
Gurevich and Harrington [ 111: 
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For any tree r recognized by a tree automaton ~2 there exists an accepting run r such 
that, for all pairs of vertices X, y E (0, l}*, if the subtrees r, and ry are isomorphic and 
r(x) = r(y) and if the Automaton memory is in the same state when we arrive at x and 
y in the colouring game then the subruns r, and rY are also isomorphic4 (in particular 
for Rabin automata when Automaton has a memoryless strategy the equalities r, = ty 
and r(x)=r(y) imply together that r, =r,). 
To obtain such a run we replace the arena G, considered in Section 7.2 by an 
arena G:, with VAutomaton = {(r,,c) ] x E (0, l}* and c E C} as Automaton vertices and 
V’ Pathfinder = {(z,, c, CA, ci ) 1 x E { 0, l}* and (c, r(x), ck, c{ ) E A} as Pathfinder vertices. 
The edges leaving (r,, c) end in vertices of the form (rX, c, CA, ci ) E V&,snder. Con- 
versely, for (rX, c, c& c: ) E Vdathfinder there are two outgoing edges, one ending in (r,o,c~) 
and the other in (r,i,c’, ). As for the games on Gr, winning Automaton strategies for 
plays starting at the vertex (r,cg) can be identified with runs of d accepting r. Now, 
however, finite memory winning strategies give immediately the runs having the prop- 
erty described by Gurevich and Harrington in virtue of the fact that if r, and ry are 
isomorphic then the position x coloured by c and the position y coloured by c are rep- 
resented by the same vertex (r,,c) = (ry,c) of the arena G:. We can go even one step 
further in this direction. To fix attention suppose that d is a Rabin automaton. There 
exists a family R = ((7, r)}r E T(&o~) such that for (r, r) E R, r is a successful run of & on 
r and for all x, y E (0, l}* whenever (r’, r’), (z”, r”) E R and r: = ry and r’(x) = r”( y) 
then r: = r;. Thus for the family R the property of Gurevich and Harrington holds for 
isomorphic subtrees of any two trees in T(d) and not just for isomorphic subtrees 
of each tree separately. To see this fact consider the game played on arena obtained 
as the union (the usual set union) of all arenas Gi. In other words we play on the 
arena where Automaton vertices are pairs (r,c) E & x C, Pathfinder vertices are all 
tuples (r,c,c&ci) where r E & and (c,z(E),c~,c~) E A, with edges going from (r,c) to 
(r,c,c&ci) and from (r,c,c~,c~) to (ro,cb) and to (ri,c’,) (~0 and ri are the immediate 
left and the immediate right subtree of the root of r). Now the result is obvious since 
in this great arena isomorphic subtrees of all C-trees are represented by one vertex. 
8. Final remarks 
At the end we would like to turn reader’s attention to an intriguing paper of 
Biichi [4], where Fad fl Gsa games are examined. As it is known from descriptive 
set theory (cf. [16, p. 3581) X E Fos n Gag iff there is a (transfinite of length <ml) 
descending sequence of Gs sets: Yo, Yi,. . , Y,, . . . such that X = lJS_e,,en( Yt\Yt+i ) (an 
ordinal [ is even if 5 = 5’ + i where 4’ is a limit ordinal and 0 < i < w an even integer.) 
Therefore the games considered by Biichi can be represented as a generalization of 
parity games. Let G be a totally coloured arena with vertices coloured by ordinals. 
Player 0 wins p if the minimal element of infc(p) is an odd ordinal, otherwise player 
4 Recall that r(x) is the colour of x in r while r, is the whole subnm starting at x. 
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1 wins (note that the minimal element of a well-ordered set is always well-defined). 
Bikhi’s result seems to indicate that in this “transfinite” parity game still the winning 
player has a memoryless winning strategy. However, to demonstrate this conjecture 
induction on the length of the parity condition is no more applicable and, as noted by 
Gurevich [lo], Biichi’s paper is “indeed very hard to understand”. 
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